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Abstract
In thermonuclear fusion reactors, the fuel is an high temperature deuterium-tritium
plasma, in which tritium is bred by lithium isotopes present inside solid ceramic breeder
(e.g. Li-Orthosilicate) or inside liquid eutectic alloys (e.g. Pb-16Li alloy). In the breeding
areas a significant fraction of the tritium produced is extracted out from the Breeding
Zone by the He gas purging the breeding ceramic in the Helium Cooled Pebble Bed
(HCPB) blanket concept or transported in solution by the owing alloy in the Helium
Cooled Lead Lithium (HCLL) blanket concept.
Tritium produced in the breeding blanket by neutrons interacting with lithium nuclei
can enter the metal structures, and can be lost by permeation to the environment.
Tritium in metallic components should therefore be kept under close control throughout
the fusion reactor lifetime, bearing in mind the risk of accidents and the need for
maintenance.
In this study the problem of tritium transport in HCPB DEMO blanket from the
generation inside the solid breeder to the release into the environment has been studied
and analyzed by means of the computational code FUS-TPC (Fusion Devoted-Tritium
Permeation Code). The code has been originally developed to study the tritium transport
in HCLL blanket and it is a new fusion-devoted version of the fast-fission one called
Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor Tritium Permeation Code (SFR-TPC). The main features of
the model inside the code are described. The code has the main goal to estimate the total
tritium losses into the environment and the tritium inventories inside the breeder, inside
the multiplier, inside the purge gas and the main coolant loops and inside the structural
materials.
Different simulations of the code were performed by adopting the configuration of the
European HCPB blanket for DEMO.
Total tritium losses from a generic fusion power plant, is often considered a key
parameter to evaluate the tritium containment capabilities (added to tritium inventories)
of a certain nuclear plant. Without any tritium control techniques, permeation can be
quite significant, thus some tritium transport mitigation devices are required. The code is
able to model and compute different tritium fluxes exchanged in the overall tritium
system. A sensitivity study for the tritium losses and inventories is performed in
this work.
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__________________________________________________ 1. Introduction

1 Introduction
The management of tritium and the related transport analysis in the overall tritium
cycle are key issues for DEMO and future fusion reactors. The most efficient way to
provide tritium in steady state is to produce it directly inside the fusion reactor and to
recover it. In order to achieve this goal, specific breeding blankets are used.
Tritium production occurs following the reactions:    ՜
and    ՜

ଷ



ସ

ଷ



ସ

  ͶǤͺ [1]

  Ԣ െ ʹǤͷ [1]. The nuclear cross section of the first

breeding reaction ሺǡ Ƚሻ ଷ increases as the neutron energy decreases. Moreover, in a
practical reactor, there are always some unavoidable neutron losses. For these reasons in
fusion reactor breeding blanket some neutron multiplier and moderator is required (e.g.
Beryllium in Helium Cooled Pebble Bed blanket and Lead in Helium Cooled LeadLithium blanket) by taking advantage from his interaction with fast neutrons which leads
to the neutron multiplication reaction ሺǡ ʹሻ , while lithium is needed for tritium
breeding inside the fusion reactor. In particular, Beryllium has a great attitude to
attenuate fast neutron.
Tritium is generated inside the breeder and moves with several mechanisms (e.g.
permeation, adsorption, etc.) and potentially might reach the environment, giving a
potential radiological hazard. Thus, the objective of this work is to evaluate the tritium
inventories inside several components of the tritium management system in blanket (e.g.
inside the breeder, inside Beryllium and inside the coolant loop) and the tritium losses
into the environment, adopting a DEMO blanket configuration based on a solid breeder
(e.g. lithium Orthosilicate Li4SiO4); the Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB) blanket. In
this code, it has been adopted a simplified diffusion (or surface)-limited permeation
model, with a series of simplifying and conservative assumptions, in order to solve the
mass balance equations of different tritium species inside different HCPB blanket
locations; however, more complicated models should be foreseen.
In order to perform this study, a tritium permeation analysis code (FUS-TPC) has
been used. The code has been firstly developed in 2011 to analyze tritium transport in the
European configuration of the HCLL blanket for DEMO [2]. FUS-TPC is a new simplified
fusion-devoted version of the fast-fission one called SFR-TPC [3], developed to study
tritium inventories and losses from Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactors (SFRs). The MATLAB
computational tool was used to develop this code. The FUS-TPC is based on mass
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balance equation regarding various chemical forms of tritium (i.e.  ି , HT and HTO),
coupled with a variety of tritium sources, sinks, and permeation models.
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2 Description of HCPB DEMO Blanket
A detailed description of HCPB DEMO blanket design specifications is reported in
Ref. [4].
The helium cooled pebble bed (HCPB) blanket is one of two concepts selected in the
frame of the European Blanket Programme to be tested during the different ITER
experimental phases.
The Helium Cooled Pebble Bed concept has been developed in Karlsruhe Institute of
Technology (KIT, formerly Forschungszentrum Karlsruhe) starting from the nineties.
The concept was proposed by M. Dalle Donne [5]; this concept has been successfully
improved by Hermsmeyer in 1999 [6], and completely revised in 2003 by Hermsmeyer
and Malang in the frame of the PPCS studies [7]. The DEMO HCPB Blanket 2003-2005
(Hermsmeyer et al.) is derived from the PPCS model B and is the last HCPB DEMO
concept validated with neutronic, thermo-hydraulic and structural analyses.
The DEMO HCPB general design, is based on a ceramic breeder (lithium orthosilicate
or metatitanate) and beryllium neutron multiplier in form of flat pebble beds, which are
inserted into the blanket modules as a series of “breeder units” (BUs), separated each
other by radial-toroidal and radial-poloidal stiffening plates. The Vacuum Vessel is
covered by blanket modules.
The blanket thermal power, around 3000 MWth (DEMO 2003), is extracted by the He
primary coolant flowing at high pressure (8 MPa) through the first wall and blanket
cooling plates made in EUROFER 97 martensitic steel. The inlet and outlet temperatures
of the primary coolant are 300 and 500 °C. The HCPB Blanket concept is based on the
following basic principles [4]:


Use of a solid breeder in form of a pebble beds. Breeder ternary lithiated
compound (Lithium Orthosilicate Li4SiO4 or Lithium Metatitanate Li2TiO3)
have been considered for this function.



Use of a neutron multiplier: Beryllium (or Be alloy) in form of a pebble bed.
Beryllium is essential in this concept to reach Tritium Breeder Ratio (TBR)
that are necessary for the self-sufficiently of the fusion reactor.



Reduced Activation Ferritic

Martensitic

steel as structural material

(EUROFER is under development in EU for the scope).


Using of high pressure (~8 MPa) Helium for the cooling of the blanket. The
Helium flows inside small channels realized in the structural material. The
pebble beds are cooled indirectly by steel structures.
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The extraction of the tritium from the breeder materials is realized by an
independent low pressure (0.1-0.2 MPa) Helium purge flow.



The T generated in the pebble bed that can permeate into the Cooling Loop is
considered a parasitic effect (that can have safety relevance for the future
Fusion Power Plants FPP) and should be minimized using appropriate design
and optimizing mass flow and chemical composition of the gasses (in both
loops). Additional coating as anti-permeation barriers is not considered
necessary for this concept. In any case the demonstration of this point is an
objective of this study and of the ongoing R&D on this concept.

Figure 2-1 Basic Layout of HCPB Breeder Blanket

A simplified flow-diagram of the main tritium processing systems for this blanket
concept is shown in Figure 2-2, while the main features of HCPB blanket for DEMO are
reported in Table 2-1. These values are referred to the DEMO 2003 HCPB blanket, which
is assumed to be the reference configuration for this study.
With reference to Figure 2-2, the first task of TES (Tritium Extraction System) is to
extract tritium from the lithium ceramic beds and Be multiplier by a low pressure helium
stream added with pure hydrogen. Then, TES accomplishes the function of tritium
removal in the two main chemical forms, HT and HTO, from He. TES is a key step in the
blanket tritium processing and, consequently, all possible process options to accomplish
its function have to be deeply studied and compared on the basis of the envisaged
operative conditions, taking into account their performance, reliability as well as
industrial availability.
Although in all previous reference designs a He purge stream is added into the blanket
modules, with the consequent decrease of the tritium partial pressure in the pebble beds,
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however a non-negligible tritium permeation rate takes place in direction to the He
primary cooling circuit (HCS, Helium Coolant System).
Consequently, an efficient CPS (Coolant Purification System) must be designed in
order to carry out the primary function of tritium removal from He coolant.

Figure 2-2 Reference Scheme for Tritium Transport in HCPB Blanket

The tritium removal from He coolant has also the beneficial effect to keep low the
tritium inventory in HCS, minimising the tritium release into the reactor vault in case of
ex-vacuum vessel LOCA and limiting the tritium release (He leaks + tritium permeation)
into the secondary water-steam circuit through the steam generators. The present work is
mainly developed by combining reference data coming from specifications of HCPB-5-

2. Description of HCPB DEMO Blanket__________________________________
DEMO 1995, DEMO 2003 and DEMO model B of PPCS, since the tritium Cycle design
remained basically the same.
Moreover, the results of this study are also meant to address the R&D efforts toward
the right directions and to point out the most crucial issues related to tritium mobility in
blanket components.
Blanket concept

HCPB

Fusion Power

~2500 MW

Blanket Thermal Power

~3000 MW

TBR

1.14

Blanket segmentation

Large modules

Structural Material

RAFM steel (EUROFER)

Coolant

Helium

Breeder

Solid Breeder (pebble beds)
Li4SiO4 (Li6 enrich. 40%)

Coolant Pressure, Temperature in/out

8 MPa, 300/500 °C

Coolant mass flow rates

~ 2400 kg/s

T recovery method

Low pressure (1 bar) He purge loop

Maximum design temperatures

FW (steel) 548 °C
CP (steel) 544 °C
Breeder/multiplier 917/655 °C

Table 2-1 Main Features of HCPB Blanket [8]
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3 Description of the Model
In this section the mathematical structure of the code will be illustrated, analyzing and
highlighting the main features.
With reference to the tritium fluxes reported in Figure 2-2, is reported hereafter the
system of differential equations describing the tritium mass balance inside the HCPB
୨

blanket, in which the integral balance of total amount ୧ ሺሻሾሿ of tritium species i (with
i = HT and HTO) inside the j-th Helium loop (with j= purge gas loop, coolant loop) is
୨

୨

୨

performed by means of the mass-averaged concentration ୧ ሺሻሾȀሿ ൌ ୧ ሺሻȀୌୣ
୨

where ୌୣ is the Helium mass inside the loop j. Thus the tritium mass balance equations
are given by:

 dCTbr t
CTbr t
br

Gv 
°
W res
dt
°
° dC Be t
1  f r  G vBe
° T
° dt
HT
° dC p t
' pHTO t  ) CP
perm t  ) TES t
° HT
p
m He
° dt
° p
HTO
G HTO t  ' pHTO t  ) TES
t
° dC HTO t
®
p
m He
° dt
FW
SG
c
HT
° dC c t
c
) CP
perm t  ) imp t  ) perm t  ' HT t  ) leak , HT t  ) CPS t
° HT
c
° dt
m He
° c
c
HTO
' cHT t  ) leak
° dC HTO t
, HTO t  ) CPS t
c
° dt
m He
°
°C i j 0 0,
with i T , HT , HTO, j br , Be, p, c
°¯

(3.1)

where the superscripts  and ܿ are related to the purge gas and the Helium Coolant
System (HCS) loops respectively, the subscripts br and Be to the breeder and Beryllium
pebble beds respectively and the subscripts HT and HTO are related to the tritium
hydride (HT) and tritiated water (HTO) respectively. All the tritium fluxes entering in the
tritium mass balance of Eq. (3.1) and qualitatively described hereafter, are listed in
Table 3-1.
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Tritium is generated inside the breeder in form of atomic tritium ሺ ି ሻ with a local
production rate ሶ ୴ୠ୰ and it is released into the purge gas with a time lag ɒ୰ୣୱ called tritium
residence time (see § 3.5.1.3); due to the presence of oxygen and water inside the Li
orthosilicate, tritium is assumed to be released into the purge gas almost totally in form
of tritiated water HTO ൫ ሶ ୌ ൯. A smaller production rate ሶ ୴ୣ is also present in Beryllium
pebble beds, in which large amounts of tritium can be retained and only a little fraction
of produced tritium ୰ is released from Be pebbles (see §.3.5.1.4). The release rate from
the breeder ୠ୰ ሺሻȀɒ୰ୣୱ and the total tritium release into the purge gas ሶ ୌ are related by
the following relationship:

CTbr t

ª mol º
G HTO t «
»
¬ s ¼

W res

 Vbr

(3.2)

where ୠ୰ୣୣୢ is the total volume of breeder inside the breeding blanket. Once tritium
gets into the purge gas loop, due to the presence of swamping hydrogen inside purge
Helium (with a swamping ratio fixed to 0.1 %), the chemical equilibrium  
ଶ

  (see § 3.2) takes place and a certain amount of HTO

୮
൫ȟሶୌ ൯

ଶ

՞

gets converted into

tritium hydride (HT).
Flux

Description

ሶ ୌ ሾȀሿ

Total tritium generation rate inside the breeder

ሶ ୴ୠ୰ ሾȀ ଷ Ȁሿ Local tritium generation rate inside breeder pebble beds
ሶ ୴ୣ ሾȀ ଷ Ȁሿ

Total tritium generation rate inside Beryllium pebble beds


Ȱ୧୫୮
ሾȀሿ

Flux of Tritons from the plasma through the FW cooling channels

େ
Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
ሾȀሿ

HT permeated flux through CP channels

ୗୋ
Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
ሾȀሿ

HT permeated flux through SG tubes

୧
Ȱୗ
ሾȀሿ

Flux of tritium form i (i = HT, HTO) extracted by TES

୧
Ȱୌ
ሾȀሿ

Flux of tritium form i (i = HT, HTO) extracted by CPS

ୡ
Ȱ୪ୣୟ୩ǡ୧
ሾȀሿ

Losses of tritium form i (i = HT, HTO) with coolant leakages

୮
ȟሶୌ ሾȀሿ

HTO Isotope exchange rate inside the BU from the purge gas side

ȟሶୡୌ ሾȀሿ

HT Isotope exchange rate inside the BU from coolant side
Table 3-1 Description of Tritium Fluxes in HCPB Blanket

In the purge gas loop, tritium is released from the breeder into the purge Helium
mainly in form of HTO, and the presence of high hydrogen contents is needed to shift the
HTO content into HT, which is much less worrying from the radiological point of view
although is a permeable specie. The dose coefficients per unit of incorporation have been
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evaluated at ͳǤͺ ൈ ͳͲିଵହ Ȁ for HT inhalation and ͳǤͺ ൈ ͳͲିଵଵ Ȁ for ingested or
inhaled HTO [10], thus, for the same ingested or inhaled amount of both species, the
dose provided by HTO is 10000 times higher than the one coming from HT.
େ
ሻ
Since HT is a gaseous (and permeable) hydrogen species, a permeation flux ሺȰ୮ୣ୰୫

across the Cooling Plates (CPs) placed between Beryllium and breeder pebble beds (see
Figure 2-1 and Figure 2-2) occurs as well; this tritium permeation rate then reaches the
primary coolant system (HCS). Moreover, the tritons coming from the Plasma and
implanted into the First Wall (FW) can permeate into the HCS by means of the

(see § 3.3.3).
permeation flux through the FW cooling channels Ȱ୧୫୮

As reported in the Introduction, tritium is extracted from purge gas in Tritium
Extraction System (TES), with a certain removal efficiency Ʉୗ (see § 3.1) giving a total
ୌ
ୌ
 Ȱୗ
.
tritium extraction rate from the purge gas Ȱୗ ൌ Ȱୗ

Following the tritium transport paths, the permeated tritium fluxes from FW ൫Ȱ୧୫୮
൯
େ
and CPs ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯ get into the main coolant loop, in which, due to hydrogen and water

addition for the oxidation control, the isotope exchange rate from HT to HTO ൫ȟሶୡୌ ൯ takes
୮

place, because of the same chemical equilibrium as considered for ȟሶୌ. In HCS, the
ୌ
ୌ
tritium fluxes Ȱୌ
and Ȱୌ
are extracted by re-circulating inside the Coolant

Purification System (CPS) a certain fraction of total Helium mass flow rate inside the
ୌ
ୌ
coolant loop Ƚୌ in which the tritium fluxes Ȱୌ
and Ȱୌ
are extracted with a removal

efficiency Ʉୌ (see § 3.1). Finally, a tritium permeation fluxes through the Steam
ୗୋ
Generator (SG) tubes walls ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯ gets into the steam circulating into the Power

Conversion System (PCS), which is considered to be lost into the environment. As will be
shown in the results, this tritium amount constitutes an important contribution to the
total tritium losses.
Finally, a certain amount of tritium released into the environment due to He leakage
୪ୣୟ୩
and the tritium
from seals and material imperfections of the coolant circuit ȰୌȀୌ
୮Ȁୡ

decay ɉ  ڄୌȀୌ must be considered. However, the tritium decay generates ଷ atoms,
which are responsible also of the nuclear reaction ଷ ሺǡ ሻ

ଷ

which is a source reaction

for tritium and it should compensate losses due to tritons decay. Anyway this nuclear
reactions has a relevant influence only at low energy neutrons (in the range of 0-2.27 eV
[9]), that is quite off from the neutron energy spectrum involved in a breeding blanket
(14.1 MeV), typically around the fast spectrum. Apparently the contribution of this
reaction can be neglected and the decay should be considered in the tritium balance.
However, tritium decay is usually negligible for short time periods but on longer time
scales, the decay could provide also some benefits, especially in terms of T inventory. As a
-9-
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matter of fact, inside Beryllium Pebbles Beds the fast neutrons are easily slowed down,
thus making the nuclear reaction ଷ ሺǡ ሻ

ଷ

to easily take place. In conclusion, in order

to keep the analysis as much conservative as possible, the tritium decay is neglected in
the system of balance equations reported in Eq. (3.1).
From the mathematical point of view, the aim of the model is to express all the tritium
fluxes listed above in terms of all the i-th tritium form average concentration (with i =
୨

HT, HTO) inside the j-th Helium loop (with j = purge, coolant) ୧ ሾȀ ୌୣ ሿ and solving
this system of differential equations by finding all these time-dependent tritium
concentrations which are averaged on their respective total purge and coolant Helium
୮

masses, ୌୣ and ୡୌୣ respectively. As shown hereafter, the differential equations
entering in system of Eq. (3.1) can be non-linear, thus only a numerical solution can be
found. In the following section all the already described tritium amounts are described
from the mathematical point of view.

3.1 Tritium Fluxes Extracted by TES and CPS
The Tritium Extraction System (TES) is aimed to extract the tritium amount released
from the solid breeder into the purge gas loop, whilst the Coolant Purification System
(CPS) is aimed to purify a certain fraction of primary coolant mass flow rate Ƚୌ from
tritium isotope forms. The aim of this section is to express as functions of all the
concentrations unknowns entering into the tritium mass balance equation of Eq. (3.1) the
two following (and important) tritium fluxes:


୧
Tritium extracted by TES Ȱୗ
(with i = HT, HTO);



୧
Tritium extracted by CPS Ȱୌ
(with i = HT, HTO).

The first term is expressed as a function of the TES efficiency (Ʉ୧ୗ ), of the average
୮

tritium concentration of the i-th form in purge gas loop ୧ ሺሻ and of the purge Helium
୮
mass flowrate (ሶୌୣ ሾȀ ሿ). The TES efficiency is defined by tritium concentration at

the inlet and the outlet of TES system (that is the outlet and the inlet i-th form
୮

୮

concentration at the BU, ୭୳୲ǡ୧ and ୧୬୪ǡ୧ respectively as shown in Figure 2-2), which are
୮

linked to the average concentration in the purge gas loop ୧ according to following
equations:
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p
Cinlp ,i  C out
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i
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p
in ,i

p
p
C out
,i t  C inl ,i t

t

C

p
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i
p
1  K TES
 C out
,i t

(3.3)

i
ª 2  1  K TES
º p
«
»  Ci t
i
¬ 2  K TES ¼

t

Given the above set of equations, the flux of tritium form i extracted by TES is defined as:
i
) TES
t

WHep 

i
2 KTES
 C ip t
i
2  KTES

(3.4)

The total tritium flux extracted from TES is obtained by summing the HT and HTO
contribution.
As done for TES, the expression of tritium flux extracted from CPS is developed using
the efficiency Ʉ୧ୌ (with i=HT,HTO) but also considering that only a fraction Ƚୌ of the
total coolant flow rate (see Figure 2-2) is treated by CPS. Adopting the same approach
used for Ȱୗ we have the following set of equations, relating the inlet and the outlet
ୡ
ୡ
and ୭୳୲ǡ୧
concentration of the i-th form into and from the BU from the coolant side (୧୬୪ǡ୧

respectively) with the average concentration of the same form into the coolant loop ୧ୡ ,
the CPS efficiency Ʉୌ and the fraction of total mass flow rate re-circulated inside CPS
Ƚୌ.
c
c
Cinl
,i  Cout,i

Cic t
C

c
inl,i

2
t

Cinc ,i t

c
i
c
1  D CPS  Cout
,i t  D CPS  1  K CPS  Cout,i t

(3.5)

ª 2  1  D CPS K
º c
«
»  Ci t
i
¬ 2  D CPS K CPS ¼
i
CPS

Given the above set of equations, the flux of tritium form i extracted by CPS is defined as:

) iCPS t

WHec 

i
2  D CPS KCPS
 Cic t
i
2  D CPS KCPS

(3.6)

As done for TES, the total tritium flux extracted from CPS is obtained by summing the
HT and HTO contribution.
As shown in the results, the TES and CPS efficiencies have been represented by a
unique parameter for each system (i.e. Ʉୗ and Ʉୌ) without distinguishing between HT
ୌ
ୌ
and HTO removal efficiencies. In general Ʉୌ
ୗ can be different from Ʉୗ (as well as Ʉୌ
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and Ʉୌ
ୌ ) but in this study, since no more detailed values were available, only one
efficiency value has been considered for TES and CPS systems. As it can be seen, these
parameters affect the tritium losses and inventories assessment in a relevant manner,
especially the CPS recirculation ratio Ƚୌ.

3.2 Isotope Exchange Rate
In the purge and coolant He loops, the following chemical equilibriums due to the
and

ଶ

ଶ

addition are assumed to be the most important ones:

1 H 2  T2  2HT

(3.7)

2 HT  H 2 O  H 2  HTO

(3.8)

Assuming an form exchange rate related to the HT specie for equilibrium 1 and for
ሶ ୌ
equilibrium 2 (ȟሶୌ
ଵ and ȟଶ respectively), given the chemical equilibrium constants  ୣ୯ǡଵ
and  ୣ୯ǡଶ the following relationships can be expressed as [9]:

K eq ,1 T

>HT @eq 2
>H 2 @eq  >T2 @eq

peq2 , HT
peq , H 2  peq ,T2
§ j
¨¨ Fin, H 2
©

K eq , 2 T

>H 2 @eq  >HTO@eq
>HT @eq  >H 2O@eq

 HT 2
Finj, HT  ' HT
1  '2
' HT
' HT
HT · §  j
1

¸
¨

 ' 2 ¸  ¨ Fin,T2  1
2
2
¹ ©

(3.9)

·
¸¸
¹

peq ,H 2  peq ,HTO
peq ,H 2  peq ,H 2O

 HT  F j
 HT
Finj,H 2  ' HT
in , HTO  ' 2
1  '2
§ j
· j
' HT
¨¨ Fin,HT  1  ' HT
 Fin,H 2O  ' HT
2 ¸
2
¸
2
©
¹

(3.10)


where ሾሿୣ୯, ୣ୯ǡ୧ and ሶ ୧୬ǡ୧ ሾȀሿ are the molar concentration at the chemical equilibrium,

the partial pressures and the inlet molar flow rate of species i (i = HT, H2O, H2, HTO)
respectively inside the j-th He loop (j=purge, coolant) and ȟሶୌ
୩ ሾȀሿ is the HT isotope
exchange rate of equilibrium k (k=1, 2). This exchange rates must be expressed as
୮

୮

ୡ
ୡ
functions of tritium concentrations inside the He loops ୌ , ୌ , ୌ
, and ୌ
and

inserted inside the mass balance equation reported in Eq. (3.1).
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Tritium molecular specie ଶ is usually considered to be a small portion of all the
tritium forms present inside the system, since all the ଶ amount combine with hydrogen
and leads to HT specie. In this isotope exchange model, the presence of ଶ is neglected,
thus the ଶ concentration is immediately given by the chemical equilibrium constant of
equilibrium 1 (see Eq. (3.9)) combining the HT concentration (computed in Eq. (3.1))
and

ଶ

concentration (fixed in this model). Therefore the isotope rate exchange of

ሶ ୌ
equilibrium 1 is considered negligible with respect the one in equilibrium 2 ൫ȟሶୌ
ଵ  اȟଶ ൯.
With this simplifying assumption, the unique tritium isotope exchange rate considered in
the tritium mass balance of Eq. (3.1) will be the one involved in the chemical equilibrium
2 (Eq. (3.8)), that is ȟୌ
ଶ , which has to be defined both for the purge and the coolant
loops.
In the purge gas loop, the considered isotope exchange rate will be the conversion rate
from HTO to HT and

ଶ ,

୮

that is ȟୌ . Thus, in order to estimate the isotope exchange
୮

rate inside the Breeding Unit (BU) ȟୌ due to the mentioned chemical equilibrium
reported in (3.8), the inlet molar flow rate of all the tritium chemical forms participating
in this chemical equilibrium must be defined. Inside the BU from the purge gas side we
find the following conditions:
p

Finp, HTO W Hep  C HTO
,in  G HTO
F p !! ' p
W p  C p
HTO

in , H 2

F
F p

p
in , HT
in , H 2O

He

W  C
p
He

H 2 ,in

(3.11)

p
HT ,in

0
୮

where the inlet concentrations in the HCPB blanket of the i-th form ୧୬ǡ୧ ሺሻ are expressed
୮

as a function of the average concentration in the purge loop ୧ ሺሻ, obtained by averaging
between the inlet and the outlet concentrations inside and outside the breeding unit (see
§ 3.1) as reported in Eq. (3.3), except for the hydrogen concentration, which is assumed
to be at the BU entrance coincident to the one imposed by the swamping ratio ɖୌమ Ȁୌୣ ൌ
ୌమ ሾǤ  ሿ (see Table 4-4 for values of swamping ratio in purge loop) in the purge
circuit. According to these conditions and the equilibrium constant expression reported
୮
in Eq. (3.10), the isotope exchange rate in the purge gas loop ȟሶୌ becomes:

ª mol º
' pHTO «
¬ s »¼




K eqp , 2  Finp,HT  Fiinp ,H 2  Finp,HTO
2  K eqp , 2  1

K eqp , 2  Finp,HT  Fiinp ,H 2  Finp,HTO

2



 4  K eqp , 2  1  Finp,HTO  Finp,H 2

2  K eqp , 2  1
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ୡ
and
In the coolant loop, considering the feeding hydrogen and water flow rate ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ
మ
ୡ
ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ

మ

ୡ
ୡ
fixed by oxidation control with a fixed ratio ɖ୭୶ ൌ ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ
Ȁ ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ
, a tritiated water
మ
మ

inlet flow rate null and all the permeated tritium flux from HCPB ൫Ԅେ
୮ୣ୰୫ ൯ combining
with fed hydrogen, we find the following conditions inside the HCPB BU from the coolant
side:
c
Finc, HTO W Hec  C HTO
,in
c
c
c
F
!! '
W  C c
in , H 2

Finc, HT
Finc, H 2O

HT

He

H 2 ,in

(3.13)

c
CP
W Hec  C HT
,in  I perm, HT
!! ' c
W c  C c
HT

He

H 2O ,in

ୡ
ሺሻare related to their respective average
where the inlet concentrations inside the BU ୧ǡ୧୬

concentrations inside the coolant loop ୧ୡ ሺሻ expressed in the system of differential
equations (3.1), according the relationships defined in Eq.(3.5). According to these
conditions, the isotope rate exchange in the HCPB blanket from the coolant side, is
given by:

ª mol º
' cHT «
¬ s »¼

K eqc , 2  Finc, HT  F ox  Finc, HTO

(3.14)

K eqc ,2  F ox

ୡ
ୡ
The oxidation ration ɖ୭୶ ൌ ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ
Ȁ ሶ ୧୬ǡୌ
is usually fixed to a certain value and is
మ
మ

considered indispensable to produce an oxidation potential inside the Helium Coolant
System capable of maintaining a thin and stable protective oxide layer on the primary
side of the steam generator walls [16].

3.3 Permeation Fluxes
The tritium permeation fluxes entering in the total tritium mass balance are given by:


େ
Tritium permeation flux through Cooling Plates channels ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯;




Tritium permeation flux from implanted tritons into the First Wall ൫Ȱ୧୫୮
൯;



ୗୋ
Tritium permeation flux though Steam Generator tube walls ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯.

3.3.1 Theory on Hydrogen Isotopes Permeation
Tritium atoms have an high mobility through high temperature structural materials,
and the driving force of the permeation is characterized by the tritium partial pressure
acting on a given material. Depending on the tritium partial pressures involved in the
system, two possible extreme permeation models are available:
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Diffusion-limited model;



Surface-limited model.

In the past many authors studied this net distinction between the two permeation
regimes (e.g. Refs. [11], [12] and [13]) and they stated that for low tritium partial
pressures the permeation is governed by surface limited model, whilst for high values the
diffusion rules the mobility thought structural materials. In principle, according to
graphs reported in Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2, when the system is characterized by low
partial pressures, the diffusive model (proportional to ඥ) overestimates the permeated
flux through a given wall, characterized by certain high and low pressures acting on it
ሺ୦ ǡ ୪ ሻ and a given temperature ୵ , with respective to the one estimated with surfacelimited model (proportional to ). On the other hand, when the system is characterized
by relatively high partial pressures (i.e. underlying the right lines of Figure 3-1), a surface
–limited permeation model would overestimate the permeation flux through the same
membrane at the same operative conditions.

Figure 3-1 H2 Permeation Vs. Pressure through Ferritic Steel [11]

The threshold value dividing the low and the high pressure areas probably depends on
the operative conditions (e.g. structural materials, temperature, gas compositions, etc.)
and, after a literature review, any consistent formulations or criteria have been found to
establish this partial pressure. For example according to Ref. [12] this value has been
stated to be around 10 Pa, while in Ref. [11] (as shown in Figure 3-1, this value is included
between 10-3 and 10-2 bar (i.e. between 100 and 1000 Pa).
-15-
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In case of diffusive permeation model (at relatively high pressures) hydrogen
migration through the metal membrane is limited primarily by hydrogen diffusion in the
metal lattice while the surface processes (hydrogen adsorption, desorption) are
considerably faster [14]. On the other hand, when a surface limited model is assumed,
the diffusion through the membrane occurs fast enough, so that any concentration
gradient is cancelled by diffusion.

Figure 3-2 Overall Permeation Behavior of Hydrogen Gases through Metals [13]

Assuming a membrane of a certain material, with a given thickness ȟ, an high partial
pressure ୦ and a low partial pressure ୪ acting on each side respectively, the permeated
flux through the membrane for the two limiting models are reported in Eqs. (3.15) and
(3.16).
diff ª mol º
J perm
«m2s »
¬
¼

1 D T  KS T


'x
PRF

surf ª mol º
J perm
« m2 s »
¬
¼

Vk1 T
 p h  pl
2

PT

'x

p h  pl

Vk 2 T  K S T
2

2

p h  pl

 p h  pl

(3.15)

(3.16)

where:


ሺሻሾଶ Ȁሿ is the tritium diffusivity in the membrane;



 ୗ ሺሻൣȀଷ Ȁξ൧ is solubility (or Sieverts) constant of tritium inside the
membrane;



ሺሻൣȀȀ Ȁξ൧ ൌ ሺሻ   ڄୗ ሺሻ is

the

tritium

permeability

of

the

membrane (Richardson’s law);


ଵ ሺሻሾȀଶ ȀȀሿ is the adsorption constants of tritium of the membrane
surface;
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ߪ is the surface roughness factor, defined as the ratio of the real area to the
geometric area of the surface;



 ଶ ሾȀସ Ȁሿ is the recombination constant of hydrogen onto the surface of the
membrane;





is the Permeation Reduction Factor. Coating the membrane with an

additional metallic layer (barrier) results in the reduced permeation if diffusion
remains the rate limiting process [14]. This is why the PRF is not included in the
expression defining the permeation flux through a membrane driven by surfacelimiting rate. The experimental proof of the barrier efficiency is a relative
reduction of the steady permeation flux measured at the identical conditions (p,
T). Its definition is the ratio of the steady flux through the uncoated membrane
versus the flux through the coated membrane.
From Eq. (3.16) can be derived the following relationship between Sieverts’ constant,
recombination and adsorption constant, defined as:

Vk 2 T

k rec T

Vk1 T

(3.17)

K S2 T

From the tritium analysis point of view, it would be interesting to carry out the study by
considering both models for permeation and check the influence of the adopted
permeation regime on the results. As shown in the results the differences in terms of
tritium losses and inventories are quite remarkable. As it will be seen in the next
paragraph, the type of permeation regime (i.e. the assumed value of the adsorption
constant) has a strong impact on the calculated tritium permeation rate into the HCS
loop. In the following paragraphs the tritium permeation fluxes listed above will be
mathematically described either using diffusion and surface limited models.
As assumed by [15], the effect of H2 swamping in the purge stream as well as in the
primary cooling circuit on the tritium permeation rate can be neglected, thus considering
the HT partial pressure as the driving force of permeation and not the ଶ partial pressure
coming from the chemical equilibrium between H2 and T2 (see equilibrium reaction
(3.7)).
3.3.2 Tritium Permeation Flux through CPs Cooling Channels
The tritium permeation flux through the CP cooling channel walls given a specified
ଶ
CPs permeation area େ
୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿ , a wall thickness ȟେ ሾሿ , a tritium permeability
େ ሾሿ),
a permeation
େ ൣȀȀȀξ൧ (defined at the CP wall average temperature ୟ୴ǡ୵

reduction factor (PRF) 

େ ,

an adsorption constant ɐଵେ on the CP channel surface,
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୮

the tritium partial pressure in the purge loop  ሾሿ and a tritium partial pressure inside
coolant loop ୡ ሾሿ is given by:

)

CP
perm

ª mol º
« s »
¬
¼ diff

PCP TavCP, w  A CP
1
perm


PRFCP
'xCP

)

CP
perm

ª mol º
«¬ s »¼
surf

Vk 2CP TavCP,w  K SCP TavCP,w
2

2

p
p HT
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perm

c
p HT

p
c
 p HT
 p HT

(3.18)

(3.19)

୨

The HT partial pressure in the j-th loop ୌ (j = purge, coolant) and the corresponding T
୨

concentrations ୌ are related by means of Dalton’s law for each, since tritium and
Helium can be seen as a mixture of gaseous species. The Dalton’s law describing the
relationship between the i-th tritium form concentration and pressure (with i = HT,
HTO) inside the j-th Helium loop (with j = purge, coolant) is defined as:

ª mol º
Ci j «
»
¬ kgHe ¼

pj
1
 ij
M He p He

(3.20)
୨

where ୌୣ ሾȀሿ is the He atomic weight, and ୌୣ is the total Helium pressure in the jth loop. Eq. (3.20) is derived considering that the molar fraction (then also the
concentration) of a gaseous species inside a gaseous mixture is proportional to its partial
pressure in it. Combining Eqs. (3.18)/(3.19) with (3.20) the permeation flux through the
CP cooling channel can be expressed as a function of HT concentrations in purge and
୮

ୡ ሺሻ
respectively, and put inside the tritium mass balance
coolant loops ୌ ሺሻ and ୌ

equations in Eq. (3.1).
3.3.3 Tritium Permeation Flux from Implanted Tritons onto First Wall
The contribution to the tritium permeation rate into HCS coming from ion
implantation from the plasma into the first wall with the subsequent tritium diffusion
towards the cooling channels of the first wall is often neglected (e.g. [15], [16]). In fact,
taking

into account the foreseen presence of tungsten as coating of the first wall

(assumed to be equal to 2 mm [15], [16]), this second contribution to the tritium
permeation into the coolant is negligible.
Tungsten is used as a 2 mm coating at the DEMO FW. Tritium (and Deuterium)
coming from plasma implant into the reactor FW. A fraction of the implanted DT flux
recycles back into plasma (recycling) at FW surfaces. The balancing part of the flux
diffuses into the cooling circuit and/or builds-up a tritium a D-T inventory (solved and
trapped) at the DEMO FW structure.
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In the literature diverse tritium tracking calculations at the DEMO FW can be found.
It is commonly noticed the large uncertainty of permeation rates. For DEMO -95
specifications values ranging from 6 to 60 g/d are usual (FW MANET). Main sources of
uncertainty come from empirical parameters in the equations: value of sticking
coefficient (or surface roughness factor already reported in Eq. (3.16)).
On

the

FW,

tritium

permeation

and

inventory

assessment

in

the

W-

coating/EUROFER/coolant should be derived from a complete D-T recyclingpermeation analysis for nearly steady-state plasma conditions (DEMO) or cyclic ion wallloading (case of ITER-TBM).
From DEMO95 study, a tritium transport assessments on the FW (bare MANET) [16]
estimated tritium into the HCS at FW ~ 18 g/d (with an uncertainties range of 2-60 g/d).
Permeation assessment with 2 mm W-coating reduce such value below 0.1 g/d, and even
below if recycling at W surface would be properly considered.
From this literature review, it can be pointed out that tritons implantation into the FW
constitutes a problem from the permeated flux into the HCS only if no FW coating is
foreseen.
In this study, a simplified estimation of the permeated flux is performed, in order to
determine the influence of the FW on the total tritium losses. Assuming to have the FW
characterized by a certain coating membrane facing the plasma defined by a thickness

ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ and a permeability ୡ୭ୟ୲ ൫ୟ୴
൯, and the main FW, defined by its thickness ȟ

(separating the coating and the coolant channels) and its permeability  ൫ୟ୴
൯, the


effective FW permeability ୣ
൫ୟ୴
൯ can be defined (assuming diffusion to be the rate

limiting process for FW) as [14]:

'x coat  'x FW
PeffFW

'x coat 'x FW

Pcoat
PFW

(3.21)

Such membrane has been modeled as a membrane composed of two homogeneous

layers. Effective permeability ୣ
is based on the sum of permeation resistances for each

layer, analogous to the electrical resistors in series. In the results section a parametric
study of tritium losses is carried out by varying the coating thickness, in order to show its
influences on the tritium analysis (see § 4.3.3).

, the tritium permeation flux through the
Assuming, then an effective permeability ୣ

FW cooling channel is given by:

)

FW
imp

ª mol º
« s »
¬
¼

FW §
FW
PeffFW TavFW  Aperm
J imp
1
c
¨
 pHT

PRFCP 'xcoat  'xFW ¨ 2  Vk1coat TavFW
©
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where


ଶ
୧୫୮ ሾȀ Ȁ

ሿ is incident T ion flux from the plasma into the first wall, ɐଵୡ୭ୟ୲ is

the adsorption constant of coating membrane and 
୮ୣ୰୫ is the permeation area onto the
FW. The presence of a FW coating barrier is necessary in order to avoid large amount of
implanted tritons into the main coolant but also to protect the FW from neutrons
damages. The PRF on FW channels appearing in Eq. (3.22) is assumed to be coincident
to the one on CPs ሺ

େ ሻ

because it is obtained from a formation of an oxidation layer

by means of hydrogen and water addition with a certain molar ratio to the coolant circuit.
Thus, except for neutrons and temperature influences on this coating layer, the
assumption is that this PRF is maintained in all the blanket-side coolant loop (i.e. not in
SG, where we have different temperatures and structural materials). As reported in the
results, the differences in terms of tritium losses are quite remarkable with and without
coating barriers.
3.3.4 Tritium Permeation Flux though Steam Generator Tube Walls
ୗୋ ሾȀሿ
is obtained considering that the
The tritium flux through SG tube walls Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫

tritium concentration in water is negligible with respect to that in He. Therefore,
ଶ
considering for the SG a permeation area ୗୋ
୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿ , a tubes thickness ȟୗୋ ሾሿ , a

permeability of SG tube material ୗୋ ൣȀȀȀξ൧ (defined at the SG average tube walls
ୗୋ
ሾሿ) and a permeation reduction factor inside SG heat exchange walls
temperature ୟ୴ǡ୵ୟ୪୪

(

ୗୋ ),

the tritium permeation flux through SG tubes (in diffusion and surface limited

model options) is given by:

)

SG
perm

ª mol º
« s »
¬
¼ diff

SG
PSG TavSG, w  A perm
1
c

 p HT
PRFSG
'x SG

)

SG
perm

ª mol º
«¬ s »¼
surf

Vk 2SG TavSG,w  K SSG TavSG,w
2

2

SG
 Aperm

(3.23)

c
 p HT

(3.24)

ଶ
where େ
୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿ is SG the permeation area, ȟୗୋ is the SG wall thickness, ୗୋ ൣȀȀȀ

ξ൧ is the tritium permeability of SG tubes (defined at the SG tubes walls average
ୗୋ ሾሿ),

temperature ୟ୴ǡ୵

ୗୋ

is the permeation reduction factor (PRF) due to SG wall

oxide layer, ɐଵୗୋ is the adsorption constant of SG tubes surface and ୡୌ ሾሿ is the HT
partial pressure inside the coolant loop.
On SG tubes walls, is usually applied an oxidation layer aimed to keep the corrosion
under control, thus reducing the tritium permeation of a certain 

ୗୋ .

If permeation is

dominated by surface phenomena, the reduction in terms of permeated tritium amounts
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results in terms of a reduced adsorption constant ɐଵୗୋ for oxidized SG tubes surfaces,
which might be several order of magnitudes lower [16].

3.4 Tritium Flux Associated to Helium Leaks
Helium leakages from purge and coolant circuit can occur because of the presence of
seals and material imperfections. In this study are considered only the leakages from the
coolant circuit since the purge gas system it is assumed to be in a controlled and
monitored environment, so the related to the leaked purge Helium has not to be
considered and accounted in the tritium losses. Moreover, it is a relatively low pressure
system, so the He leakages from this circuit are supposed to be negligible to ones found
in the coolant loop.
For the evaluation of He leakage in the coolant circuit leakage data are reported in Gas
Cooled Reactors field and they are taken as a reference for out purposes. Estimates of the
rate of replenishment necessary to evaluate He leakage vary between 0.1% of total He
inventory per day (0.1% inv./d) and one complete replenishment per year (100 %
inv./yr.) [11], [16]. In this study, it is assumed that the leakage rate is the 0.1% of the He
ୡ
per day. However, these leakage values seem to be
inventory inside the coolant loop ୌୣ

too pessimistic (22.6 kg/d are assumed to be lost considering an Helium inventory of
order of 22.6 ton [16]), thus for the computation of the tritium losses related to helium
leakage are assumed other values (ʹǤͷ ൈ ͳͲିଷ Ȁ ൌ ͲǤͺͶȀሻ coming from more
focused analysis on Helium circuit for breeding blankets [17]. Thus, the losses of i-th
tritium form due to Helium leakage is deduced from the helium leak flowrate defined as
the released Helium flowrate ሶ୪ୣୟ୩ ሾȀሿ and the i-th form concentration (i = HT, HTO)
inside the coolant ୧ୡ ሺሻ; it is defined as:

ª mol º 
c
) leak
Wleak  C ic t
,i t «
»
¬ s ¼

(3.25)

The total tritium losses due to Helium leakage is obtained by summing the HT and HTO
contribution.

3.5 Tritium Losses and Inventories
Tritium inventories and tritium losses are the key parameters in a tritium transport
analysis.
Tritium inventories in this work are characterized by;


tritium inventory inside the purge Helium ൫ ୮ ሾሿ൯;
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tritium inventory inside the primary coolant ሺ ୡ ሾሿሻ;



tritium inventories inside structural steels (Cooling plates, FW and SG tubes)
ሺ

ୱ୲ୣୣ୪ ሾሿሻ;
ୠ୰ ሾሿ;



tritium inventory inside the breeder



tritium inventory inside Beryllium pebbles

ୣ ሾሿ.

Tritium losses are simply given by:


Tritium permeation rate through Steam Generator tubes into the steam line
ୗୋ ሾȀሿ;
Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫



୧
ሾȀሿ with i =HT, HTO.
Total tritium losses due to Helium leakage σ Ȱ୪ୣୟ୩

3.5.1 Tritium Inventories
3.5.1.1 Tritium Inventories inside Purge and Coolant Loops
The first two terms are expressed by means of the average concentrations in purge
୮

୮

୮

loop  ൌ ୌ  ୌ and the total average concentrations in the coolant loop ୡ ൌ
ୡ
ୡ
 ୌ
, and are defined as:
ୌ

I p >g @

p
p
p
C HT
t  C HTO
t  mHe
 MT

(3.26)

I c >g @

c
c
c
C HT
t  C HTO
t  mHe
 MT

(3.27)

୮

where ୌୣ and ୡୌୣ are the total Helium inventories inside the purge and the coolant
loops respectively and  ൎ ͵ሾȀሿ is the atomic weight of tritium.
3.5.1.2 Tritium Inventory in Steels
Tritium inventories inside steels are characterized by the sum of inventories
inside structural materials of the breeder (e.g. Cooling plates and First Wall) and those
inside the SG tubes. These contributions are evaluated considering the average
୩
୩
ሾȀଷ ሿሻ and the volume ሺୱ୲ୣୣ୪
ሾଷ ሿሻ of the k component steels
concentrations ሺୱ୲ୣୣ୪

(with k = FW, CP, or SG) and the total tritium inventory inside steels

I steel >g @

¦C
k

k
steel

k
Vsteel
MT

ୱ୲ୣୣ୪ ሾሿ

is given by:
(3.28)

୩
The average concentration ୱ୲ୣୣ୪
is calculated averaging the concentrations acting on the
୩ǡ୫
ሾȀଷ ሿ (with m = high or low tritium partial pressure side),
m side of the k steel ୱ୲ୣୣ୪

which are evaluated by means of Sievert’s law as follows:
k,m ª mol º
k
k
m
Csteel
«¬ m 3 »¼ = K S,steel Tav,wall  p k

(3.29)
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where the ୫
୩ ሾሿ is the tritium partial pressure acting on the m side of the k steels
୮

(derived from Dalton’s laws reported in Eq. (3.20) using the HT concentrations ୌ and
ୡ
ୌ
) and  ୩ୗǡୱ୲ୣୣ୪ ൣȀଷ Ȁξ൧ is the Sievert’s constant of tritium inside the k steels
୩
evaluated at k steels average temperature ୟ୴ǡୱ୲ୣୣ୪
(see Table 4-1 and Table 4-4 for

values).
When we deal with CPs the high and the low tritium partial pressure are characterized
୮

by the one inside purge gas loop ൫ ൯ and that inside the coolant ሺୡ ሻ respectively, when
k = FW, are respectively the equivalent implanted tritons partial pressure


୧୫୮ Ȁሺʹ ڄ

ɐଵୡ୭ୟ୲ ሻ (see § 3.3.3) and the coolant partial pressure ୡ and finally when k = SG the high
ୌ 

and the low tritium partial pressures are ୡ and the inside steam/water loop ୌమ

respectively. This last partial pressure was assumed to be negligible with respect to ୡ
୮

and therefore to  .
3.5.1.3 Tritium Inventory in Breeder Pebble Beds
The tritium concentration inside the breeder is obtained by solving the first equation
of system of ODEs written in Eq. (3.1), which is uncoupled from the other equations and
it can be easily integrated in time, giving the following analytical solution:

CTbr t

§
½·

t
G vbr  W res Tavbr  ¨1  exp ®
¾ ¸¸
br
¨
W
T
res
av
¿¹
¯
©

(3.30)

where ɒ୰ୣୱ is the tritium residence time inside the breeder and it is strongly dependent on
ୠ୰
(see Table 4-4 for values). The tritium inventory inside the
breeder temperature ୟ୴

breeder is simply derived multiplying the concentration inside it ୠ୰ (see Eq. (3.30)) by

୫୭ୢ
the total volume of breeder ୠ୰ ሾ ଷ ሿ ൌ ୠ୰
 ڄ
 ڄ୫୭ୢ, and it is defined as:
mod
I br >g @ CTbr  VbrBU  N BU
 N mod  M T

(3.31)


୫୭ୢ
where ୠ୰
, 
and ୫୭ୢ are the volume of breeder inside the Breeding Unit (BU), the

number of BU inside a blanket module and the total number of modules (see Table 4-4
for values).
Although this model appears to be accurate and intuitive, since the temperature
profiles into breeder pebbles bed are very important for tritium release another approach
is adopted for tritium inventory inside the breeder. In fact, as reported in Table 4-1, the
tritium residence into Li-Orthosilicate has an Arrhenius form, in which it is exponentially
decreasing with the 1/T power of temperature. Therefore, if we have large temperature
variations along the breeder profiles, assuming an average breeder temperature (as done
ୠ୰
for the model of Eq. (3.31) with ୟ୴
) might give high uncertainties to this important
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parameter. Thus, assuming to define the breeder volume with the coordinate ݎԦ and the
temperature distribution on this domain ሺԦሻ, the total tritium inventory inside the
breeder material can be defined as [18]:

I br >g @

³

:

m (r )  W res T (r ) dV

(3.32)

where ሶሺԦሻ is the local tritium production rate and ܸ is the breeder volume. From this
relation, a simpler formula has been derived and it is defined as follows:

I br >g @

br

Tmin
G
F  br
 ³ W res T dT
br
Tmax  Tmin
br
Tmax

(3.33)

where ߯ is geometry factor (0.3333 for DEMO geometry), ሶ ሾȀሿ is the total tritium
ୠ୰
ୠ୰
production rate (see Eq. (3.2)) and ୫ୟ୶
and ୫୧୬
are the maximum and the minimum

temperatures in breeder material respectively.
As it can be seen, in this way it is possible to calculate the tritium inventory inside the
breeder by taking into account of the operative temperature ranges.
3.5.1.4 Tritium Inventory in Beryllium Pebble Beds
The tritium inventory inside Beryllium pebbles is a crucial point for a tritium
assessment of breeding blanket. As far as the beryllium is concerned, since 1999 the
reference material grade has been considered the 1-mm pebbles produced by NGK with
electrode rotating methods. The major design issue connected with the use of Be is its
behavior under irradiation, mainly swelling and tritium inventory [19]. Lack in the
database and in the modeling give large uncertainties in the design calculation of the
EOL tritium inventory in Be in FPP conditions.
In spite of the progress made to better understanding the physic of the phenomena
[20], the goal of producing a reliable code to support the designer in these choices, has
not been achieved yet. An irradiation campaign to obtain data of Be at 3000 appm of
helium in 2006 and 6000 appm helium in 2008 with temperatures in the range 500–
700 °C has started in Petten in the frame of HIDOBE task. With these data the modeling
should be improved and complementary an empirical extrapolation to the DEMO
condition (18 000 appm) could be attempted.
A detailed analysis with irradiated Beryllium has been carried out in FZK [21], in
which experimental data were supported by theoretical model implemented into the
computational code ANFIBE, firstly developed in the years 1992-1995 [22]. In this study
more improved models for tritium and helium kinetics in Beryllium were implemented in
order to update the ANFIBE code from the version 0 to version 1 (see Figure 3-3).
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The difficulties related to tritium release modeling in Beryllium, born from the
presence of complex processes inside pebbles, in particular, atomic diffusion,
precipitation into bubbles, bubble migration, growth, coalescence and for tritium also
solubility, chemical trapping by impurities and surface recombination effects. All the
efforts during the past years in trying to clarify the ideas on this issues were able to open
questions but the issues are still open. Therefore, since the aims of this study are totally
off from implementing detailed Helium and Tritium kinetics models, in a conservative
way we consider a purely linear model, in which no-tritium sinks are considered and the
tritium concentration inside the Beryllium is simply calculated considering a local
production rate coming from neutronic analysis and a release rate obtained by simply
fitting the results obtained with ANFIBE 1, considering the release fraction ୰
(normalized to production at EOL) linearly dependent on the Beryllium temperature in
the range 300-1300 K (see Figure 3-3).

Figure 3-3 Fractional Tritium Release from Neutrons Irradiated Be [21]

According to this results we found the following linear fit of tritium release fraction,
ୣ
in Kelvin unit.
expressed as a function of average Beryllium temperature ୟ୴

f r TavBe

0.2  0.00068  TavBe  300

(3.34)

ୣ
For an average Be temperature ୟ୴
ൌ ͷͷιሺͻʹͺሻ, a fractional release ୰ ൌ ͲǤʹ,

which is, as shown in Figure 3-3, in agreement with experimental data.
Finally, according to this very simplified and conservative model, the tritium
concentration inside Be can be analytically obtained by integrating in time  ݐthe second
differential equation reported in Eq. (3.1) and giving:
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CTBe t

1  f r TavBe  GvBe  t

(3.35)

The tritium inventory inside Beryllium pebbles, is then defined as:
mod
I Be >g @ CTBe  VBeBU  N BU
 N mod  M T

(3.36)

Given all the tritium inventories terms listed above, the total tritium inventory managed
by the HCPB blanket

I tot >g @

୲୭୲

is obtained by summing all the contributions, such as:

I c  I p  I steel  I br  I Be

(3.37)

In the following section, many results will be reported for this amount of tritium, and,
especially in section 4.3, the total tritium inventory is usually defined as the sum of only
the first three terms, since the tritium inventories inside the breeder and inside the
multiplier (see Figure 4-4), are mostly fixed by the temperature and the total tritium
source and thus not influenced by the main assumptions for the SG tubes conditions, the
adopted permeation models and the presence of the FW coating (see § 4.3).
3.5.2 Tritium Losses into the Environment
The two main paths for the tritium environmental release are:
 tritium permeation into the secondary circuit through the steam generator walls
(see § 3.3.4);


tritium losses associated to helium leakages from HCS due to the presence of seals
and material imperfection (see § 3.4).

Therefore, tritium losses are given by summing the tritium permeation flux through SG
ୗୋ ሾȀሿ
defined in Eqs.(3.23) and (3.24) and the tritium losses associated to
walls Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
ୡ
ሾȀሿ defined in Eq. (3.25). The choose to
helium leakages from coolant loop Ȱ୪ୣୟ୩

assume the permeation flux through SG tubes is conservative and is due to technical
difficulties and economic unfeasibility of recovering tritium from water. Thus, tritium
losses Ȱ୲୭୲ ሾȀሿ are defined as:

ª Ci º
) tot « »
¬d ¼

c
) SG
perm  ) leak 

N Av  OT
3.7 u 1010

 N sec,d

(3.38)

where ୱୣୡǡ୷ ሾ Ȁሿ ൌ ͵ͲͲ ʹ ڄͶ ൌ ͺͶͲͲሾ Ȁሿ is the number of seconds per day,
୴ ൌ ǤͲʹʹ ൈ ͳͲଶଷ ሾȀሿ is the Avogadro number and ߣ ் ൌ ͳǤͺͶͳ ൈ ͳͲିଽ ሾିଵ ሿ is
the tritium decay constant.
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4 Results and Discussions
In this section the results of the mathematical model described in the previous
sections will be reported. The tritium assessment is affected by different assumptions
and operative conditions, as highlighted during the description of the model. Thus the
objective is to show the relevance of the operation and design assumptions and
condition, then followed by a parametric study in which the main design parameters for
the Tritium System will vary in a reasonable range and the solution in terms of steady
state tritium losses and inventories will be visualized.
The first operation is to define a reference DEMO HCPB blanket configuration (i.e.
DEMO 2003 in this study, whose main features are listed in Table 2-1). Then, we need to
assume a working point based on this configuration which is defined in terms of
operative conditions (i.e. TES and CPS efficiencies, permeation surfaces conditions and
regime, etc.). Finally, we range the most relevant parameters from that configuration.

4.1 Material Properties, Input Data and Main
Assumptions
As already shown in 2011, the model described in chapter 2 has been implemented in
a MATLAB code, named FUS-TPC. The code adopts the material properties database
reported in Table 4-1, characterized by tritium transport properties in structural
materials (e.g. permeabilities, solubility, adsorption constant, etc.) and chemical
properties in Helium (e.g. chemical equilibrium constants described in Eqs. (3.9) and
(3.10)). In Table 4-1 are reported all the material properties implemented into the code.
According to [16] the adsorption constant ɐଵ of EUROFER is in the same range of
values of MANET. Thus, for EUROFER structural materials the empirical adsorption
constant for MANET will be chosen. It can be noticed that the adsorption constants for
clean and oxidized INCOLOY surfaces differ from four orders of magnitudes, which is
affecting very much the results, especially in terms of tritium permeation rate (then
tritium losses) into the steam cycle (see § 3.5.2).
In Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 are reported the adopted input data for the
simulation and assumed to be corresponding as the nominal configuration parameters.
The name of the variables are expressed with reference to the adopted ones in the
description of the model, carried out in chapter 3.
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Before reporting the results, important considerations must be reported about the
choice of the permeation regime, which is highly affecting the nature of the results.
4.1.1 Definition of the Limiting Regime for Tritium Permeation
According to what reported in § 3.3.1, the tritium permeation is supposed to be
controlled by surface-limited regime in case of low tritium partial pressures. According to
Ref. [15] and to the calculated HT partial pressures reported in Figure 4-3, apparently the
maximum values present into the tritium system, are the ones into the purge loop, which
assume values of order of 1.6 Pa (design value at TES inlet for DEMO 2003), which is
lower than 10 Pa, considered as the threshold value between surface and diffusionlimiting permeation regimes (see § 3.3.1). Indeed at low pressure values, the migration
through structural materials is governed by surface phenomena, such as adsorption,
recombination, dissociation, etc. and the diffusion is supposed to be much faster. Anyway
as shown in Figure 3-1, assuming a diffusion-limited model instead of a surface-limited
one at relatively low pressures, leads into an overestimation (thus conservative) of the
permeation rate. In HCPB blanket the tritium permeation occurs into two main
locations:


through CPs Helium channels (from purge to primary coolant loop);



through SG tubes (from primary to secondary coolant).

The first location is the one at maximum tritium partial pressure, and, in order to
mitigate the tritium permeation into the coolant circuit, a coating layer (such as
aluminum or erbium oxides [31]) can be applied in order to reduce the tritium
permeation of a certain tritium Permeation Reduction Factor (PRF). However, as defined
in § 3.3.1, a PRF has not to be considered in the surface-limited model defined in Eq.
(3.16), since the membrane with an additional metallic layer (barrier) results in the
reduced permeation if diffusion remains the rate limiting process [14]. Moreover, since a
PRF is defined as a reduction of steady state permeation flux and since it is usually
obtained experimentally at relatively high tritium/hydrogen partial pressure, it does not
have any physical meaning to apply a PRF to a surface-limited permeation model.
Indeed, the proper way to act in order to take into account of the presence of coating
materials is to apply the correct surface properties for tritium related to oxidized or
coated materials and not the one of the bare material reduced of a certain PRF.
Surface properties (i.e. adsorption and recombination constants) for EUROFER 97
(CP and FW materials) have some uncertainties [16], while data of oxidized INCOLOY
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are well defined (see Table 4-1), since the application of an oxidation layer on SG tubes is
performed on purposes for corrosion control. Summarizing the question issued for
permeation limiting processes, for the current analysis the following assumption are
adopted:


tritium permeation regime through CP and FW is assumed to be diffusion
governed with a certain PRF = 10 applied on the cooling channels surfaces
(conservative choice).



tritium permeation regime through SG tubes is assumed to be surface-limited,
and the permeation rate is calculated adopting the adsorption/recombination
constant for oxidized INCOLOY 800 reported in Table 4-1.

4.1.2 Material Properties Database
In Table 4-1 is reported the complete material properties database adopted in FUSTPC code. In general tritium transport properties might be affected by large
uncertainties. As an example, the adsorption constants ɐଵǡ determined by E. Serra for
MANET steels [24] reported in Table 4-1 (and adopted for this study) looks quite far
from the one reported by same author three years later [25], that is: ɐଵ ሺሻሾȀଶ Ȁሿ ൌ
ͷǤͷ ൈ ͳͲି ሺെͳͻͲͻ͵Ȁሻ . In Figure 4-1 both adsorption constants relations are
reported in the same Arrhenius plot. This wide range has also figured in Ref. [24].

Figure 4-1 Different Adsorption Constants in MANET Steels Vs. 1000/T
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Property

Expression

Ref.

T permeability for

ª mol º
§ 39580 ·
1.8 u 108 exp ¨ 
PEU T «
¸
»
© RT ¹
¬ m  s Pa ¼

[32]

ª mol º
K S , EU T « 3
»
¬ m Pa ¼

§ 23810 ·
0.102  exp ¨ 
¸
RT ¹
©

[32]

ª mol º
Vk1, EU T « 2
»
¬ m  s  Pa ¼

§ 55217 ·
7.66 u 10 6  exp ¨ 
¸
© RT ¹

[24]

EUROFER 97
T Sieverts’ constant
for EUROFER 97
T adsorption constant for
EUROFER97 (clean surface)
T permeability for
INCOLOY 800
T Sieverts’ constant for
INCOLOY 800
T adsorption constant for
INCOLOY 800 (clean surface)

ª mol º
§ 55600 ·
8
PINC T «
» 3.94 u 10 exp ¨  RT ¸
©
¹
¬ m  s Pa ¼

[33]

ª mol º
K S , INC T « 3
»
¬ m Pa ¼

[33]

§ 7800 ·
0.102  exp ¨ 
¸
© RT ¹

ª mol º
Vk1clean
, INC T « 2
»
¬ m  s  Pa ¼

T adsorption constant for

mol

ª

§ 44300 ·
4.14 u 10 6  exp ¨ 
¸
© RT ¹

§ 40100 ·

º

2.67 u 10 10  exp ¨ 
Vk1ox, INC T « 2
¸
»
RT ¹
¬ m  s  Pa ¼
©

INCOLOY 800 (oxidized
surface)
T recombination constant for
INCOLOY 800 (clean surface)

§ 28600 ·
4.0 u104  exp ¨ 
¸
© RT ¹

[33]

ª m4 º

§ 24500 ·
2.58 u108  exp ¨ 
¸
© RT ¹

[33]

Vk2ox,INC T «
»
¬ mol  s ¼

INCOLOY 800 (oxidized
surface)
T permeability in TUNGSTEN

ª mol
º
§ 106300 ·
8
PW T «
¸
» 7.2 u 10 exp¨ 
RT ¹
©
¬ m  s  Pa ¼

K eq ,1 T

Constant of chemical
equilibrium 1 (Eq. (3.9))

[33]

ª m4 º

Vk2clean
, INC T «
»
¬ mol  s ¼

T recombination constant for

[33]

§
 5986 ½ ·
¨¨1  exp ®
¾ ¸¸
¯ T ¿¹
©
u
4.662 
§
 4940 ½ ·
¨¨1  exp ®
¾ ¸¸
¯ T ¿¹
©

[25]

[26]

§
 3548 ½ · §
 176.3 ½ ·
u¨¨1  exp ®
¾ ¸¸  ¨¨1  exp ®
¾ ¸¸
¯ T ¿¹ ©
¯ T ¿¹
©

log^Keq , 2 T

Constant of chemical
equilibrium 2 (Eq. (3.10))
Tritium residence time into
Li4SiO4

`

0.292  log T 

336.5
 1.055
T

§ 9729 ·
W res T >h@ 1.28 u 105 exp ¨
¸
© T ¹

Table 4-1 FUS-TPC Material Properties
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The plot of Figure 4-1 was meant just to show that it is important to bear in mind that
tritium properties in materials might be quite different between several experimenters.
4.1.3 Input Data for the HCPB DEMO Blanket Operative Conditions
In the three following tables are reported the sets of input data adopted for the normal
HCPB tritium system configuration, which are representative of the results obtained in §
4.2. In Table 4-2 are reported all the geometrical data adopted in the model described in
section 3, in Table 4-3 are summarized the main Tritium System features and in Table
4-4 is listed the complete set of input data adopted for the simulation.
Input

Input name [unit]

Value

Ref.

FW permeation area/thickness

ଶ

୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿȀȟାୡ୭ୟ୲ ሾሿ

612/5.0

[27]/ [27]

CP permeation area/thickness

େ
ଶ
େ
୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿȀȟ୵ୟ୪୪ ሾሿ

13370/1.0

[16]/[4]

SG permeation area/thickness

ଶ
ୗୋ
୮ୣ୰୫ ሾ ሿȀȟୗୋ ሾሿ

40060/3

[16]/ [16]

FW/CP steels volume into BU

ାେ
ୱ୲ୣୣ୪ǡ
ሾଷ ሿ

205 ൈ 10-5

[28]

FW coating thickness

ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ ሾሿ

2.0

[16], [15]

SG tubes volume

ୗୋ
ୱ୲ୣୣ୪
ሾଷ ሿ

11.36

[16]

Be pebbles volume in BU

ୣ

ሾଷ ሿ

1208 ൈ 10-5

[28]

Breeder volume in BU

ୠ୰

ሾଷ ሿ

375 ൈ 10-5

[28]

Number of BUs per module

୫୭ୢ


9ൈ9

[28]

Total number of modules

୫୭ୢ

162

[29]

Table 4-2 Geometric Input Data for Tritium Assessment in HCPB Blanket
Parameter

Input name [unit]

Value

Tritium forms released from breeder

-----

HTO mainly

TES efficiency

Ʉୗ

0.90

CPS efficiency

Ʉୌ

0.95

CPS coolant recirculation

Ƚୌ

0.1 %

Permeation regime in CP He channels

-------

Diffusion-limited

Permeation regime in SG tubes

-------

Surface-limited

SG tubes conditions

-------

Oxidized

FW coating material

ǦǦǦ

TUNGSTEN

FW coating thickness

ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ ሾሿ

2.0

PRF on CP cooling channels



10

େ

Table 4-3 Main Features of Tritium System in HCPB DEMO Blanket
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Input
Local tritium production in breeder
Local tritium production in Be
Tritium implantation rate on FW

Input name [unit]

Value

Ref.

ୠ୰
୴ ሾȀ

ଷ

 Ȁሿ

1.0 ൈ

[4]

ୣ
୴ ሾȀ

ଷ

1.813 ൈ 1011ȗ

[29]

3.0 ൈ 1020

[27]

 Ȁሿ


ଶ
୧୫୮ ሾȀ Ȁሿ

1013

Purge Helium mass flow rate

୮
ሶୌୣ ሾȀሿ

0.4

[15],[16]

Purge Helium total mass

୮
ୌୣ ሾሿ

15†

---

Purge Helium pressure

୮
ୌୣ ሾሿ

0.1

[15],[16]

Swamping ratio in purge gas

ɖୌమ Ȁୌୣ ሾെሿ

0.1%

[15],[16]

TES efficiency

Ʉୗ

0.90

[15]

CPS efficiency/Coolant Recirculation

Ʉୌ /Ƚୌ

0.95/0.1 %

[15]

Primary Coolant mass flow rate

ୡ
ሾȀሿ
ሶୌୣ

2400

[15],[16]

Primary Coolant total mass

ୡୌୣ ሾሿ

22600

[15],[16]

Primary Coolant pressure

ୡୌୣ ሾሿ

8

[15],[16]

2.5 ൈ 10-3

[17]

Coolant leakage rate

ሶ ୪ୣୟ୩ ሾȀሿ

Oxid. control H2/H2O ratio in cool. loop

ɖୌమ Ȁୌమ ሾെሿ

ൎ40‡

[16]

FW/CP material

ǦǦǦ

EUROFER 97

[15],[16]

SG material

ǦǦǦ

INCOLOY 800

[15],[16]

FW coating material

ǦǦǦ

TUNGSTEN

[15],[16]

FW coating thickness

ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ ሾሿ

2.0

[15],[16]

PRF on CP cooling channels



େ

10§

[16]

PRF on SG tube



ୗୋ

10**

---

He coolant average temperature

ୡ
ሾሿ
ୟ୴ǡୌୣ

673

FW average temperature


ୟ୴ǡ୵
ሾሿ

698

[30]

CP channels average Temperature

େ
ୟ୴ǡ୵
ሾሿ

693

[30]

SG tubes wall average Temperature

ୗୋ
ୟ୴ǡ୵
ሾሿ

667††

[16]

Beryllium pebbles average Temperature

ୣ
ୟ୴
ሾሿ

823

[30]

Breeder Average/Min/Max temperature

ୠ୰
ୠ୰
ୠ୰
ୟ୴
Ȁ୫୧୬
Ȁ୫ୟ୶
ሾሿ

973/573/1193

[30]

Table 4-4 FUS-TPC Input Data for FUS-TPC Simulations

*

This value has been obtained from 3D MCNP transport and FISPACT inventory calculations using 20° torus
sector. Globally, in 3.1 t of beryllium pebbles, 218 g of tritium at   ൌ ͶͲͲͲͲ are generated
† This value comes from non-published internal technical notes
‡ This value is obtained subdividing two references value of
ଶ and ଶ  partial pressure values inside the
HCS, assumed to be able to ensure proper oxidation conditions onto SG walls(1500 Pa for ଶ and 36 Pa for
ଶ ).
§ Conservative choice and valid if diffusion limited permeation regime is adopted
** Arbitrary and conservative choice and valid if diffusion limited permeation regime is adopted
†† Average value between average Helium temperature and average water temperature inside the SG
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4.2 Results for the Operative Blanket Configuration
Hereafter, are reported the representative results, considering a typical operative
configuration of the entire “Tritium System in Blanket”, given by the main assumptions
about the permeation limiting processes performed in the lasts paragraphs and the set of
input data defined in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. The results will be than
commented and compared with the ones obtained other two tritium transport studies
performed for HCPB blanket configuration (Refs. [15] and [16]), assumed to be the
reference ones to evaluate the quality of this work.
4.2.1 Tritium Concentrations and Partial Pressures Vs. Time
In this section, the results related to tritium concentrations and partial pressures are
visualized. In Figure 4-2 are reported the time evolution of tritium HT and HTO
concentrations inside the Purge Gas and the Coolant Loops respectively, while in Figure
4-3 the time behavior of HT partial pressures are visualized. Moreover, in order to
summarize the results showed in these two plot, in Table 4-5. are reported the steady
state values for all of these concentrations.
The HT and HTO steady state average concentrations inside the purge gas loop are
observed to be 8.751 ppm for HT and 0.231 ppm for HTO. According to Eq. (3.3) and to
the reference scheme visualized in Figure 2-2, these values correspond to 15.45 ppm and
0.4 ppm at TES entrance/BU outlet respectively. Therefore, it seems that the obtained
concentrations are as a first approximation quite in accordance with the ones reported by
other tritium transport assessment for HCPB blanket [15] (14.5 ppm for HT and 0.5 ppm
for HTO). The calculated values are presumably lower than ones reported in this
reference study probably because the assessment were performed considering purely
surface-limited permeation model. Moreover, the obtained molar ratio between HTO and
HT species inside the purge gas loop is 2.63 %, which is quite in agreement with the value
reported in Ref [15] (i.e. 3.2 %).
The steady state HT concentration value into HCS (0.023 ppm), appears to be as well
in agreement with the one reported in the same tritium analysis [15] (i.e. 0.08 ppm for
HT at SG inlet).Moreover, in this reference study, the indicated average value between
the inlet and the outlet CPS HT concentration is about 0.05 ppm, while for HTO it is
assumed that no HTO is present. In our assessment HTO concentration is calculated and
as shown in the results HTO is present in the HCS with an HTO/HT molar ratio equal to
5%.
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Figure 4-2 HT and HTO Concentrations in Purge Gas and Coolant Loops Vs. Time
Parameter

Variable Name [unit]

Value

HT Concentration in Purge gas Loop

୮
ୌ ሾሿ

8.751

HTO Concentration in Purge Gas Loop

୮
ୌ ሾሿ

0.231

HT Concentration in Coolant Loop

ୡ ሾሿ
ୌ

0.023

HTO Concentration in Coolant Loop

ୡ
ሾሿ
ୌ

0.0012

HT Partial Pressures in Purge Gas Loop

ୌ ሾሿ

0.96

HT Partial Pressure in Coolant Loop

ୡୌ ሾሿ

0.185

୮

Table 4-5 Steady State T Concentrations and Partial Pressures

Looking at time evolutions for HT and HTO in both purge gas and coolant loops, it can
be noticed that HTO is “delayed” with respect HT in purge gas, while in coolant loop they
HT and HTO concentrations seem to grow with the same growth rate. These time
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behavior might be related to numerical issues. In fact, if we change the numerical
integration method (i.e. by choosing a different MATLAB ODE solver), we get different
initial time evolutions with the same steady state values.
In Figure 4-3 are reported the time evolution of HT partial pressure inside the purge
gas and the coolant loops respectively (see also Table 4-5 for the steady state values). As
already mentioned in §4.1.1, the foreseen HT partial pressure into the purge loop to be
adopted for TES design (inlet HT partial pressure) is assumed to be 1.6 Pa, which is in
accordance with the obtained results (the calculated average HT partial pressure of 0.96
Pa corresponds, according to Eq. (3.3), to an inlet HT partial into TES equal to 1.63 Pa).
Therefore, the partial pressures inside the purge loop appear to be in accordance with
results already published. Concerning the HT partial pressures into HCS, the reference
value reported in [15] is essentially defined as 0.6 Pa, which is as a first approximation,
close to the one calculated in this study (0.185 Pa). Finally, it can be stated that purge
and coolant loops, have different time scales in the tritium response, that is of order of 4
hours for the purge loop and of order of 1.6 days for the coolant loop.

Figure 4-3 HT Partial Pressures in Purge gas and Coolant Loops Vs. Time

4.2.2 Tritium Inventories Vs. Time
In Figure 4-4 all the tritium inventories contributions described in § 3.5.1 are
visualized in the same graphical area and in Table 4-6 the related steady state values are
listed. As already mentioned, the tritium inventory inside Beryllium is a crucial point and
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it is still an open issue. At End Of Life (EOL = 4 years) the tritium inventory is close to 1
kg, which is a large amount of tritium. As reported in § 3.5.1 this tritium inventory profile
was obtained by a linear model in time with a given local production rate

ୣ
୴ ሾȀ

ଷ Ȁሿ

ୣ
ୣ
and a release fraction ୰ ൫ୟ୴
൯ obtained by best fitting with average Be pebbles ୟ୴

temperature the results obtained by ANFIBE 1 code and supported by lasts experimental
results.

Figure 4-4 Tritium Inventories Vs. Time
Parameter

Variable Name [unit]

Value

T Inventory in Breeder

ୠ୰ ሾሿ

99.19

T Inventory in Beryllium

ୣ ሾሿ

2777

T Inventory in Purge Gas Loop

୮ ሾሿ

0.101

T Inventory in Coolant Loop

ୡ ሾሿ

0.4033

T Inventory in Steels

ୱ୲ୣୣ୪ ሾሿ

0.1153

Table 4-6 Steady State Tritium Inventories Vs. Time in all the Blanket Locations

In this section was reported just for completeness and to show anyway a conservative
estimation of this quantity but it does not constitutes a reliable matter of consideration
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since, as mentioned, the tritium and helium kinetics related to retention inside Be are
still complicated to be well described and modeled.
The second most important term is the tritium inventory inside the ceramic breeder,
where the tritium is generated. At EOL, the total inventory of tritium inside the breeder
is about 99 g.
Tritium inventories inside all the blanket components (i.e. purge gas coolant loops,
Beryllium and breeder pebbles beds) are important in case of accident. For instance, in
case of one or more coolant pipes failures, if we assume (conservatively) to release all the
tritium amount inside the coolant loop, it can be seen from Table 4-6 that the maximum
releasable tritium amount is about 40 mg. Concerning the releasable tritium quantity
from purge gas, it must be pointed out that all the purge system it is supposed to be in a
protected and well confined environment, thus the released quantity into the
environment in case of accident can be lower than one indicated in Table 4-6 (i.e.
about 10 mg).
Tritium inventory inside steels are important for shutdown and decommissioning
phases. In this case the tritium amount inside the considered structural materials in
contact with tritium contaminated Helium are of order of 10 mg of tritium, which is
again not worrying from radiological problems.
In conclusion, the most relevant inventory terms for radiological safety are the ones
for breeder and Be pebble beds.
4.2.3 Tritium Losses Vs. Time
Tritium losses into the environment is a very important quantity in a tritium
assessment of a fusion reactor breeding blanket, since it indicates the potential
radiological risks related to tritium contamination during the normal condition of the
plant. As reported in Ref. [5], 20 Ci/d is considered as the allowable tritium
environmental release value. In Figure 4-5 are visualized the results for total tritium
losses into the environment which have been obtained according to the mathematical
description reported in § 3.5.2, where the total tritium losses Ȱ୲୭୲ is given by the sum of
ୗୋ
and the tritium release rate associated
total permeation rate into the steam cycle Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
ୡ
to the helium leakages from the main coolant circuit Ȱ୪ୣୟ୩ǡ୧
.

As shown in the results the allowable environmental tritium release is well
accomplished with the given tritium system configuration described by the sets of data
reported in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4, giving a tritium losses value around 2
Ci/d (i.e. 1.929 Ci/d). This result was quite expected since the HT partial pressure into
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the main coolant system (see Figure 4-3) is about 0.18 Pa, which is lower the one found
in Ref. [15], that is the maximum partial pressure value above which the permeation flux
into the HCS is larger than 20 Ci/d (fixed to 0.6 Pa).
As reported in § 4.2.3, tritium losses are also characterized by tritium amount released
with Helium leakage from the coolant loop. This term is usually smaller with respect the
permeation rate into the HCS. In this study it is of order of 7.8%.
As already mentioned in § 3.3.1 and in the previous paragraph, the surface conditions
either for CP channels and for SG tubes are impacting significantly the numerical results.
Here, are reported the tritium losses results, considering the CP helium channels to be
coated with 

େ

ൌ ͳͲ, oxidized SG tube walls and a recirculation rate 0.1% inside the

CPS. It must be pointed out that PRF=10 on CPs He channels is a more conservative
value than ones coming from literature for EUROFER 97 (e.g. 15÷80 [31]), or the ones
adopted in previous tritium transport assessment (PRF=1÷100 [32], [35]).

Figure 4-5 Tritium Losses Vs. Time

It has to be noticed also that for the SG walls, a surface limited permeation model was
assumed and the surface properties for tritium in INCOLOY 800 membrane were taken
considering the surfaces to be oxidized. This is not the most conservative choice, since,
according to the adsorption/recombination constants for INCOLOY 800 reported in
Table 4-1 the values for clean and oxidized surfaces differ one from each other of about
four orders of magnitude. As reported in § 3.2, in HCS an oxidation layer for SG tubes is
provided by hydrogen and water addition. The oxidation layer on SG tubes (and its
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implication on tritium assessments) is anyway an open issue. The problem comes from
the uncertainties of the oxygen potential into HCS, thus of the resulting protection layer.
However, as reported in Table 4-1, adsorption/recombination constants values for
oxidized INCOLOY surfaces were taken from [16]. It can be seen that both constants are
reduced by four order of magnitudes with respect to bare materials samples.

4.3 Impact of the Main Assumptions on the Results
The tritium transport model derived in this study for HCPB DEMO blanket has been
described in section 3 and the main results have been reported in § 4.2, considering a
certain set of input data and some modeling and technological assumptions (see § 4.1,
Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4), which are to be considered representative for the
operative conditions of the tritium system. As a matter of fact, as reported in § 4.2 many
assumptions and different hypothesis have been taken in order to carry out the analysis.
These assumptions are either related to modeling aspects (e.g. diffusion Vs. surface–
limited permeation model) and technological aspects (e.g. presence of a given coating
barriers on the FW surface).
In order to show the importance and the impacts of these assumptions on the results
(in terms of tritium losses and inventories inside the main components of the tritium
system), in this paragraph will be reported the total tritium losses and inventories, by
considering the following conflicts inside this tritium transport study:


Oxidized Vs. Clean SG tubes surfaces;



Diffusion Vs. Surface limited model;



Presence Vs. Absence of a FW protection layer.

Before reporting the results, it must be pointed out that the tritium inventories reported
hereafter (defined as the total tritium inventories), are given by considering only the
contribution of tritium inventory inside the purge loop, inside the coolant loop and inside
the steels, according to the model reported in § 3.5.1.
4.3.1 Oxidized Vs. Clean SG Walls Surfaces
As already stated in § 4.1, the results reported in plots from Figure 4-2 to Figure 4-5
have been obtained considering the surface conditions for the SG tube walls as they are
kept oxidized, thus with a certain oxidation layer. This choice has been taken because for
the previous set of results we wanted a certain set of conditions which are representative
of the nominal and operative conditions of the plant. However, as shown in Table 4-1 the
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surface constants (adsorption and recombination constants) are quite different between
the two conditions (about four orders of magnitude), thus the differences on the results
are supposed to be markedly high.
Anyway at a certain time of plant operation, the SG walls are supposed to assume a
given oxidation layer given by hydrogen and water addition to the coolant circuit. So the
objective is to show what are the effects in terms of tritium losses and inventories, if we
assume an adsorption or recombination constant (keeping a surface–limited model for
permeation through the SG pipes) for clean tubes instead of that for oxidized tubes,
adopted for the previous set of results reported in § 4.2, assuming the same set of
parameters reported in Table 4-3. In Figure 4-6 and Figure 4-7 are reported the tritium
losses and the tritium inventories for both SG tubes conditions respectively.

Figure 4-6 Tritium Losses Vs. Time for Clean and Oxidized SG Tubes Conditions

As shown in Figure 4-6, the differences from tritium losses obtained considering clean
and oxidized SG tubes (as expected) are relevant. The steady state tritium losses for
oxidized SG tubes are equal to 1.94 Ci/d (coincident to the values reported in Figure 4-5),
while the total steady state tritium losses related to clean SG tube walls are about three
orders of magnitude larger (about 10430 Ci/d), which is also much larger than the
allowable limit (assumed to be equal to 20 Ci/d). This huge difference is due to
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remarkable difference in tritium surface properties for both conditions (i.e. adsorption
and recombination constants).

Figure 4-7 Tritium Inventories Vs. Time for Clean and Oxidized SG Tubes Conditions

Anyway, in order to have more reliable data in case of oxidized SG walls, further
literature data for adsorption and recombination constants are needed. For this analysis
only the expressions reported in Table 4-1 related to oxidized surfaces have been used.
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Concerning the tritium inventories the difference are not so relevant as in the tritium
losses results. As shown in Figure 4-7, between the two limiting SG tube surfaces
conditions only the inventories in purge gas and coolant loops and steels are visibly
varying (see Table 4-7 for values) whilst the other terms considered in the models (i.e.
breeder and Be pebbles) are absolutely insensitive with respect to these conditions, as
illustrated also by the mathematical structure of the model described in Chapter 3. The T
concentration in breeder and Be are mathematically uncoupled from the others, thus not
affected from the permeation conditions through the SG pipes).
Parameter

Oxidized SG Tubes

Clean SG Tubes

T Losses [Ci/d]

1.929

10430

T Inventory in Purge Gas Loop [g]

0.1074

0.1072

T Inventory in Coolant Loop [g]

0.412

0.324

T Inventory in Steels [g]

0.1153

0.109

Table 4-7 Steady State T Losses and Inventories for Clean and Oxidized SG Tubes

Summarizing the obtained results as regard the impact of the SG tubes conditions on
the results, it is immediately clear that the SG tubes conditions must be well controlled,
and the performances in terms of reduction of tritium permeation fluxes should be
investigated with more detailed experimental campaign or models.
4.3.2 Diffusion Vs. Surface-Limited Permeation Regime
As reported in § 3.3.1, for the tritium permeation flux through structural materials two
main models are available: 1) diffusion-limited and 2) surface-limited permeation
models. As already described there, the right criteria defining the model to be adopted is
not yet well defined. From many experimental campaigns it can be seen that at low
pressures values (some authors [12] stated below than 10 Pa), the permeation through a
membrane of a structural material seems to be better described by a surface-limited
model, in which the relationship between the permeated flux and the partial pressure
is linear.
As discussed in § 3.3 we need to express the permeation fluxes as a function of the
permeable concentrations (basically only HT) inside the purge and the coolant loop, and
to put these permeation fluxes into the mass balance equation reported in Eq. (3.1). The
permeation fluxes present into our system, as reported in the scheme of Figure 2-2, are
given by: 1) the permeation flux through the Cooling Plates (CPs) helium channels and 2)
the permeation flux through the SG pipes. We have also the permeation flux of the
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implanted tritons onto the FW, but it is considered in this study to be described only as a
diffusive flux.
In Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19) are reported the expressions for permeation fluxes through
cooling channels of CPs in case of diffusion and surface-limited permeation regime
respectively, while in Eqs. (3.23) and (3.24) are reported the same expressions for tritium
permeation flux through the SG pipes.
According to these theoretical options, four possible combinations are available to
describe the permeated fluxes through CPs and SG walls, such as:


Diffusion model through CPs He channels, Diffusion model through the SG pipes;



Diffusion model through CPs He channels, Surface model through the SG pipes;



Surface model through CPs He channels, Diffusion model through the SG pipes;



Surface model through CPs He channels, Surface model through the SG pipes.

For each of these options, we find different results in terms of tritium losses and
inventories, as reported in plots of Figure 4-8 and Figure 4-9. In order to make the
comparison between all the possible combination meaningful, each curves has been
obtained by considering the set of input data reported in Table 4-2, Table 4-3, Table 4-4
and all the permeation surfaces to be clean and without any oxidation layer or
permeation coating. Since the objective is to compare the impact of the permeation
models on the Tritium migration assessment, the tritium losses results are visualized by
normalizing the obtained T losses curves for all four cases with the steady state value of
the first case (i.e. Diffusion-Limited regime through the CP He channels and DiffusionLimited through the SG Tubes), while the actual values are reported in Table 4-8. As
reported on the results, the steady state tritium losses ranges between 42427 to 913 Ci/d,
which is a wide range between the models. There is a factor of 47 between the highest
and the lowest T losses curves (i.e. Diffusion-Diffusion and Surface-Surface for CPs-SG
respectively), which are the two limiting cases. In our reference configuration system
(whose features are reported and described in § 4.1) we assumed diffusion-limited
permeation for through the CPs and surface-limited model for permeation flux through
SG pipes (assuming oxidized surfaces). From plot of Figure 4-8 we notice that the
diffusion model tends to overestimate the permeation fluxes, and the pure diffusive
permeation model (i.e. the curve with circles) is the one with higher values, whilst the
pure surface permeation model (the curve with triangles) is the lowest one. This is in
agreement with the literature investigation reported in § 3.3.1, concerning the influence
of the adopted model on the permeation flux. This very wide range in tritium losses
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results, suggests to improve the efforts from R&D point of view in this topic, either with
more focused experimental campaigns or with more detailed models.

Figure 4-8 Normalized Tritium Losses Vs. Time Vs. Permeation Regime
(Clean Surfaces for Surface-Limited and PRFCP/SG = 1 for Diffusion-Limited)
Permeation Regime
CPs

SGs Tubes

Steady State Tritium Losses
Actual [Ci/d]
Normalized on Case a

a) Diffusion-Limited

Diffusion-Limited

42427

1

b) Diffusion-Limited

Surface-Limited

39149

0.922

c) Surface-Limited

Diffusion-Limited

2877

0.067

d) Surface-Limited

Surface-Limited

913

0.021

Table 4-8 Steady State Tritium Losses for all the Permeation Regime Scenarios
(Clean CPs/SG Tube for Surface-Limited and PRFCP/SG = 1 for Diffusion-Limited)

The results for tritium inventories in purge gas, coolant and steels (i.e. the same
locations as those indicated for the impact of SG surface conditions and as reported in §
4.3.1 and Figure 4-7) related to all the permeation model options are reported in plot of
Figure 4-9 and Table 4-9. For these parameters the behavior looks as similar as the one
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for tritium losses. In fact, the tritium inventories for pure diffusion permeation model
(i.e. case a) and the tritium inventories for diffusive model on CPs and surface model for
permeation through SG pipes (i.e. case b), are almost coincident for all the considered
blanket locations. This means that the assumed permeation regime through the SG tubes
does not strongly affect the T inventories results if diffusion remains the limiting process
on CPs. In fact, if we assume surface-limited regime through CPs (i.e. cases c and d), the
T inventories are markedly varying from the previous cases, especially in coolant loop,
where the T inventory ranges among cases a, b, c and d by a factor of 219. The T
inventories in Purge Gas and steels are not so affected by the permeation regime. In
particular, for Purge gas we find T inventories between all the cases almost coincident,
whilst for T inventory in steels we have large variations between cases c and d from cases
a and b and smaller differences appear between case c and d.
Summarizing the reported results in Table 4-8 and Table 4-9 and plots of Figure 4-8
and Figure 4-9 it can be seen that the permeation regime assumed on CPs and SG tubes
impact the results both on T losses and inventories. In particular, the assumption on the
permeation regime through CPs seems to have a stronger impact than the one on SG
tubes, especially on T inventory in coolant.
Permeation Regime
CPs

SGs Tubes

Tritium Inventories [g]
Purge Gas
Coolant

Steels

a) Diffusion-Limited

Diffusion-Limited

0.09804

1.207

0.1511

b) Diffusion-Limited

Surface-Limited

0.0981

1.22

0.1516

c) Surface-Limited

Diffusion-Limited

0.1019

0.0055

0.0696

d) Surface-Limited

Surface-Limited

0.1019

0.02846

0.07728

Table 4-9 Steady State Tritium Inventories for all the Permeation Regime Scenarios
(Clean CPs/SG tubes for Surface-Limited and PRFCP/SG = 1 for Diffusion-Limited)
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Figure 4-9 Tritium Inventories Vs. Time Vs. Permeation Regimes
(Clean Surfaces for Surface-Limited and PRFCP/SG = 1 for Diffusion-Limited)
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4.3.3 Presence Vs. Absence of a FW Coating Layer
As reported in § 3.3.3, the presence of a FW protection layer, characterize an open
issue for tritium assessment in fusion reactors. The tritium contribution coming from
unburnt tritons implanted to the FW surface, permeating through the FW and getting
into the cooling channels (thus the main coolant system) is usually neglected if a certain
protection layer on the FW surface is foreseen (see § 3.3.3 for values and literature
review).
As already showed, the permeation flux of tritons coming from the plasma through the
FW channels (see Table 4-4 for implantation rate values), has been modeled considering
two homogenous membranes characterized by the coating layer with a certain thickness
ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ and the bare FW material (i.e. EUROFER97 or MANET) characterized by a

is found by considering the sum of
thickness   . An effective permeability ୣ

permeation resistances for each layer, analogous to the electrical resistors in series, since
the two membranes have comparable thicknesses. For this permeation flux, a diffusionlimited model has been assumed.
The objective in this section is to show the strong impact of the presence of a FW
coating layer on tritium losses results, which are reported in Figure 4-10 (tritium losses)
and in Figure 4-11 (total tritium inventories) by varying only the protection layer
thickness ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ in the set of input data reported in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4.

Figure 4-10 Tritium Losses Vs. Time Vs. Thickness of FW Coating Layer
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Figure 4-11 Total T Inventories Vs. Time Vs. Thickness of FW Coating Layer
Parameter

FW Coating Thickness ઢܜ܉ܗ܋ ܠ
0.0 mm
0.002 mm
0.02 mm

0.2 mm

2 mm

T Losses [Ci/d]

20.82

3.468

2.09

1.944

1.929

T Inventory in Purge [g]

0.1027

0.1013

0.1010

0.1009

0.1009

T Inventory in Coolant [g]

4.42

0.7365

0.4437

0.4127

0.4096

T Inventory in Steels [g]

0.2337

0.1328

0.1172

0.1153

0.1151

Table 4-10 Steady State T Losses and Inventories Vs. Thickness of FW Coating Layer
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As reported on the results, the tritium losses decrease as the FW coating layer
increases, as expected, and the tritium inventories as well, since the higher thickness, the
lower is the permeated flux of implanted tritons from the plasma through the FW
channels.
As showed on Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11, at a certain point, the solution tends to
saturate. In other words, there is a value of ȟୡ୭ୟ୲ beyond which tritium losses and
inventories do not change with any further increase. In fact, the curves corresponding to
0.02, 0.2 and 2 mm are almost coincident either for tritium losses and tritium
inventories. This is a very important result for a tritium assessment of the all blanket,
because it characterizes a very precious information from the point of view of the design.
It must be pointed out also that the system is quite robust with respect the presence of
a FW protection layer. As a matter of fact, the complete absence of coating ሺȟୡ୭ୟ୲ ൌ
Ͳሻ, i.e. the worst case in terms of tritium contamination, the tritium losses are equal
to 20.82 Ci/d, which is close to the imposed allowable tritium release limit of 20 Ci/d.
The tritium losses results range for about one order of magnitudes (from 20.82 to 1.93
Ci/d) as well as the total tritium inventories in coolant loop and steels (from about 4.42 g
to 0.40 g for coolant and from 0.2337 g to 0.1151 g for steels). These values lead us to
state that the FW coating layer might significantly impact the tritium assessment.

4.4 Main Parameters for Tritium Migration in HCPB
DEMO Blanket
As performed in 2012 for the HCLL blanket configuration [37], in this section a
parametric study is performed by considering five parameters of the considered tritium
system (see Figure 2-2) defined by the set of input parameter listed in Table 4-2, Table
4-3 and Table 4-4 (except for the studied parameter who is ranged here), such as:


TES Efficiency Ʉୗ (see § 3.1 and Eq. (3.3));



CPS Efficiency Ʉୌ (see § 3.1 and Eq. (3.5));



CPS Recirculation Rate Ƚୌ (see § 3.1 and Eq. (3.5));



PRF on CP cooling channels 



PRF on SG pipes 

ୗୋ

େ

(see § 3.3.2 and Eq. (3.18));

(see § 3.3.4 and Eq. (3.24)). This is meaningful only if a

diffusion limited regime through SG pipes is considered.
These parameters, after repeating several simulations, have been observed to be the most
relevant ones on the overall final results (i.e. T losses and inventories) and thus are the
most important ones for the blanket-related tritium system design. As a matter of fact,
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this part is very important in order to address the main design guidelines toward the
correct directions, and to improve the R&D efforts in the correct fields. Other parameters
could be studies (e.g. temperatures in purge gas, coolants and structural materials and
the flow rate in TES) but since they are fixed from the blanket design they have been
considered fixed for this study.
The analysis will be carried out again by evaluating the response of the system (in
terms of tritium losses and inventories), by varying these important parameters in valid
and feasible ranges. The tritium inventories considered in this parametric study are
simply related to: 1) tritium inventory inside the purge gas loop, 2) inside the main
coolant loop and 3) inside steels, since the tritium inventories inside breeder and
beryllium pebble beds, according to the model described in §§. 3.5.1.3 and 3.5.1.4, are not
affected from the variation of the listed above parameters. For values of these two lasts
tritium inventories, see Figure 4-4.
4.4.1 Tritium Losses and Inventories Vs. TES Efficiency
In Figure 4-12 are reported the steady state tritium losses and the tritium inventories
for clean and oxidized SG tubes, obtained by varying the TES efficiency Ʉୗ from 50 % to
100 %.
As shown in the results, the tritium losses are observed to exponentially decay vary
from about 3.5 to 0.14 Ci/d with Ʉୗ varying between 50 and 100 % for oxidized SG
tubes, while for clean INCOLOY 800 tubes, we find much larger value between 17790 to
9140 Ci/d, confirming the trend already observed in Figure 4-6.
The same behavior with respect Ʉୗ can be observed for T inventories in Purge Gas,
Coolant and Steels by lowering from 0.246 to 0.082 g, from 0.715 to 0.36 g and from
0.167 to 0.106 g respectively in case of clean SG tubes. As it can be seen, in case of
oxidized SG tubes the T inventory in purge gas remains totally unchanged, while T
inventories in coolant and steels are increasing but maintain the same exponential decay
along Ʉୗ decreasing from 50 to 100 %confirming again the response of the system with
respect the SG tubes conditions.
In relative terms the dumping of tritium inventory inside the purge loop is stronger
than the one in HCS. This conclusion seems to be correct since the TES operates directly
on purge gas loop by extracting tritium from there, thus affecting first the tritium amount
present inside this system.
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Anyway, according to the literature value assumed for tritium assessment either for
HCLL and HCPB blanket configurations, the adopted values (such as the one adopted as
a reference value in this study), are close to 90 % of TES efficiency.

Figure 4-12 Steady State T Losses and Inventories Vs. TES Efficiency

4.4.2 Tritium Losses and Inventories Vs. CPS Efficiency
As done for TES efficiency Ʉୗ, In Figure 4-13 are reported the steady state tritium
losses and inventories for clean and oxidized SG tubes, obtained by varying the CPS
efficiency Ʉୌ from 50 % to 100 %. The curves behaviors are apparently coincident to
ones assumed in the parametric study for Ʉୗ , except for the tritium inventory inside the
purge gas loop which is almost constant and equal to 0.101 g either for clean and SG
tubes. The tritium inventory inside the main coolant loop, as expected, dumps more
significantly from 0.633 to 0.39 g and from 0.44 to 0.31 g for oxidized and clean SG
tubes respectively, as the CPS efficiency increases from 50 to 100 %. This trend is well
meaningful since, as Ʉୗ operates directly on the purge gas loop, Ʉୌ operates on the
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main coolant loop thus affecting mainly the tritium concentrations and partial pressures
inside this loop.
Concerning the tritium losses response upon Ʉୌ variations, it is observed a dumping
in the results from about 2.91 to 1.85 Ci/d in case of oxidized SG tubes and from 14100 to
10060 Ci/d in case of clean SG tubes. This leads us to conclude that the variation on CPS
efficiency produce similar “effects” on T losses as those obtained by applying the same
variation the TES efficiency, as reported in plot of Figure 4-12. Moreover, these results
confirm the importance of assuming a correct recombination/adsorption constant
between the two extreme cases adopted in this study for SG tubes surface conditions
which is better discussed in the next section when dealing with the CPS recirculation rate
study.

Figure 4-13 Steady State T Losses and Inventories Vs. CPS Efficiency

4.4.3 Tritium Losses and Inventories Vs. CPS Recirculation Rate
As discussed in § 3.1 a fundamental role is played by the fraction of the total coolant
flowrate recirculated inside the CPS, defined as Ƚୌ. In the set of input data reported in
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Table 4-4 (representing the nominal configuration of the tritium system), this parameter
assumes the value of 0.1 %. This value comes also from literature values [5] and from
values adopted in existing tritium assessment for HCPB blanket configuration [15]. It
must be pointed out that for tritium transport analysis performed for HCLL blanket (e.g.
[2], [32]) are usually adopted recirculation fractional flowrates of order of 1 %.
The objective in this section is to visualize the response of the system (in terms of
tritium losses and inventories variation) if Ƚୌ ranges from 0 % (i.e. no flow rate in CPS)
to 2 % (considered as the upper limit for CPS). In order to increase the overall efficiency
and in order to maintain the system as much feasible as possible, this fraction must be
kept as low as possible. In Figure 4-14 are reported the computed steady state tritium
losses and inventories considering the CPS to be ranged from 0 to 2 % both for clean and
SG tubes surface conditions (relevant for surface-limited permeation model, as adopted
as the reference one in this study on this location).

Figure 4-14 Steady State T Losses and Inventories Vs. CPS Recirculation Rate
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As showed in Figure 4-14 the Ƚୌ is much more influencing the results with respect
the TES and CPS efficiency, especially on T losses and T inventory in coolant loop, where
the variations are wider and cover two orders of magnitude on the related plot for both
SG tubes conditions. A very important aspect is remarked by the T losses results in case
of oxidized SG tubes where it can be seen that even if no He coolant is recirculated inside
the CPS (i.e. Ƚୌ=0 %), the allowable environmental release limit is never reached. In
fact, under these conditions the T losses are observed to vary between 7.94 to 0.15 Ci/d
(for Ƚୌ equal to 0 and 2 % respectively) and T inventories inside the coolant loop and
steels decay from 1.69 to 0.03 g and from 0.17 to 0.077 g respectively. T inventory inside
Purge Gas Loop seems to be not affected in a relevant way from Ƚୌ as occurred for TES
and CPS efficiencies. On the other hand, if assume bare INCOLOY 800 on SG pipes, we
find T losses varying between 24270 and 995 Ci/d in the same operative range of ߙௌ
and the T inventories are significantly close to values reported for oxidized tubes.
However, from these results it might come up stating that the CPS system is not
necessary to guarantee the environmental T release below the allowable value (i.e. 20
Ci/d). Obviously this is not true, since these curves have been obtained by assuming
permeation conditions which are characterized by a certain permeation regime and
certain surface conditions which the given adsorption/recombination constants are
corresponding to. Because of the huge gap of the recombination constant between clean
and oxidized SG tubes surfaces conditions [33], the considered range for this parameter
is exactly the one between the reference values for these two conditions; this is equivalent
to consider oxide layers on the SG pipes surface with a different efficiency in reducing the
tritium permeation flux into the HCS loop due to the change of the stability of oxide
layers on the steel surface under real operating conditions [34]. Therefore, the CPS is a
crucial system in compensating this degradation of the permeation barrier performed by
the oxide layers during the plant operation.
In conclusion, the recirculation rate inside the CPS Ƚୌ is one of the most influencing
parameter, especially in terms of tritium losses. The above plot suggests to address the
effort on this system in order to mitigate tritium losses into the environment.. If these
conditions are not maintained during the blanket lifetime (for instance if the coating
layer formed on CPs cooling channels is being degraded by neutrons), these results might
be not valid anymore as illustrated in §§ 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Therefore, the CPS is still
needed but, for economic feasibility the treated flow rate should be kept as low as
possible. Another parameter, which is affecting the solution in such a relevant way is the
Permeation Reduction Factor (PRF) onto CP channels, as described hereafter.
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4.4.4 Tritium Losses and Inventories Vs. PRF on CPs
As reported in § 3.3.2, in order to mitigate the tritium permeation rate into the main
coolant loop, it is foreseen a coating layer on the cooling channels inside the Cooling
Plates (CPs), which is able (if the dominating process for the permeation is the diffusion,
େ
(see Eq.
as assumed in this study) to provide a reduction of the permeation flux Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫

(3.18)) of a factor 

େ ,

which is assumed until now to be equal to 10 (see Table 4-3) for

the normal operative conditions.
In this section the objective is to show the influences of this parameter on tritium
losses and inventories, assuming a diffusion-limited permeation regime through the CPs
He channels and a surface-limited one through the SG pipes, as assumed in § 4.1.1, in
which we considered this permeation asset as the reference one for the normal and the
operative conditions of the our reference Tritium System, described by Figure 2-2 and by
the set of features reported in Table 4-1, Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4 As already
discussed in § 4.2.3, this PRF value is an open issue, since many values are guessed from
the literature for EUROFER 97 (e.g. 15÷80 [31]). Therefore, since this parameter affects
both tritium losses and inventories terms with a strong impact, it is interesting to see the
results obtained by varying the PRF in a reasonable range, with respect the values
available from literature and from values adopted in already existing tritium
assessments. In the parametric study performed in 2012 with FUS-TPC code for HCLL
blanket [37], this PRF value has been ranged between 5 and 50. In this study, the range
1-100 is adopted considering the tritium permeation to be controlled by surface-limited
regimes through both clean and oxidized SG tubes conditions. The results of this analysis
are reported in Figure 4-15. The analysis shows that 

େ

is highly affecting the

solution, especially the tritium inventory inside the main coolant loop and the tritium
losses, which are dumping of almost one order of magnitude for 

େ

ranging between 1

to 100, whilst the tritium inventory inside the purge loop and inside the steels are not
influenced in a strong way, as reported also for the parametric study of Ʉୌ and Ƚୌ (see
Figure 4-13, Figure 4-14). Tritium inventory inside the purge gas loop is slightly
increasing in the defined range of 

େ

as expected, but as a first approximation is

constant along the adopted range of 

େ

(the increase is up to the 3 % of the inventory

value obtained for 

େ

ൌ ͳ). The dominating tritium inventory term, as occurred also

for Ʉୌ and Ƚୌ is the one inside the main coolant, which is characterized by a larger
mass compared to purge gas and which is again the one responding in a much more
relevant way to the considered parametric variation. Moreover, it can be noticed that in
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case of oxidized SG tubes even for value of 

େ

ൌ ͳ the allowable release limit of 20

Ci/d is never overcame (between 6.47 and 0.28 Ci/d), while in case of clean SG tubes we
find definitively much larger values (i.e. from 39150 to 1452 Ci/d). However, as already
stated in the previous section, the oxide layer on SG tubes can be degraded during the
operational life of the plant and therefore the obtained T permeation flux through SG
pipes might be sensitively higher. Moreover, it must be pointed out that a generic


େ

 ͳ with the “Oxidized SG Tubes” condition are in general simultaneously

satisfied, since the coating layers on SG tubes and CPs are usually supposed to be
provided via chemistry control of He. Hydrogen and water are added to the coolant (with
a certain molar ratio) to form this protection layer and thus to inhibit the permeation.

Figure 4-15 Steady State T losses and Inventories Vs. PRF on CPs

However, since the protection layer on CPs can be degraded because of severe
neutronics irradiations and high temperatures conditions, thus since a 

େ

 ͳ cannot

be guaranteed along the blanket lifetime, this case should be anyway considered. The
oxidations layer on SG tubes is therefore assumed in this study to be less degraded
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because of no-neutron fluxes and lower temperatures and able to maintain the adopted
permeation regimes. In conclusion, as shown in these last two plots, the PRF on CP
cooling channels is another crucial parameter for a correct tritium transport assessment,
since impacts the solution in a relevant way, ranging from 5 to 50. Moreover, from the
R&D point of view, some materials with more efficient PRFs should be investigated in
order to reduce tritium losses lower than the safety limit even if we assume more
conservative conditions (e.g. clean SG tubes surfaces).
4.4.5 Tritium Losses and Inventories Vs. PRF on SG Tubes
As discussed in § 3.3.4, the permeation flux through the SG pipes, can be described by
a diffusion or a surface-limited model. In § 3.3.1 the limits of these two limiting cases
have been discussed. Apparently the discriminant of the permeation model to be adopted
is the tritium partial pressure involved in this process. In fact, for high values of T partial
pressure, it was found that diffusion describes better the permeation phenomena, whilst
for lower pressures the surface phenomena are dominating.
Since the T partial pressures involved in this study (see Figure 4-3 and Table 4-5) are
lower than the one assumed to be threshold limits between the two models (about 10 Pa,
as discussed in § 3.3.1), we assumed a surface–limited regime through the SG pipes until
here. Moreover, we stated that at low pressures, if a diffusion model is adopted, the
permeation flux is overestimated for the same value of pressure. Therefore, since the
tritium partial pressures involved in tritium permeation through the CPs were close to
the adopted value for threshold limit between diffusion and surface models (10 Pa), we
assumed, in a conservative way, a diffusion-limited model through the CPs.
In order to complete the study and to cover all the possible cases, in this section it is
assumed that the diffusion is limiting the permeation through the SG pipes. The PRF on
the heat exchange pipes 

ୗୋ

tritium losses ranging 

from 1 to 400 which is assumed here to be the allowed

ୗୋ

range for this parameter. 

is studied by calculating the tritium inventories and

ୗୋ

ൌ ͶͲͲ has been also considered in Ref. [36] as the

reference value for PRF on oxidized INCOLOY 800 walls.
In plot of Figure 4-16 are visualized the results for tritium losses and inventories Vs.


ୗୋ ,

obtained by considering a PRF on CPs equal to 10 and the rest of tritium system

features reported in § 4.1.3. As shown on this figure, tritium losses are decreasing of
about two orders of magnitudes, from 19300 to 61.5 Ci/d. These values are well above the
allowed limit of 20 Ci/d. Anyway, the 

େ

assumed for this simulation was equal to 10

and Ƚୌ ൌ ͲǤͳΨ. As reported on the top-left plot of Figure 4-16, if we adopt a 
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ͳͲ and Ƚୌ ൌ ͳǤͲΨ, with 

ୗୋ

ൌ ͶͲͲ tritium losses are equal to 23.69 Ci/d, which is

very close to the allowable environmental release. Thereafter, if we consider to increase


େ

to 30, the T losses dump to 11.17 Ci/d for 

limit of 20 Ci/d to be reached for 

ୗୋ

ୗୋ

ൌ ͶͲͲ, giving the allowable release

= 225. However, although this set of HCPB

features (i.e. CPS recirculation rate and 

େ )

seems to be too stringent and optimistic

to be reached, it has been already adopted in previous tritium assessments. For instance,
for T assessments in HCLL DEMO blanket [32] a PRF on CPs equal to 50 has been
assumed, while 

ୗୋ

= 400 has been also reported in Ref. [36] as the reference value for

tritium permeation through the Steam Generator of ceramic breeder of DEMO.
Moreover, Ƚୌ = 1% has been already used [2], [32] and the He operative temperatures,
He inventory and mass flow rates were equal to the ones assumed for HCPB in this study
(see Table 2-1, Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4).

Figure 4-16 Steady State T Losses and Inventories Vs. PRF on SG Tubes
(valid for diffusion-limited permeation model through SG pipes)

The tritium inventory curves reported in Figure 4-16 are quite insensitive to 

ୗୋ

variations. In fact, the tritium inventory in coolant increases for the firsts PRF values
included between 1 to 50 and then it stabilizes to a constant value of 0.4 g, while the
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others two terms (e.g. tritium inventory inside the purge gas and inside steels) are almost
constant and equal to 0.1 and 0.115 g respectively. In conclusion it can be seen that
assuming a diffusion model for the permeation flux through SG tubes provides a more
critical picture of HCPB blanket in terms of tritium permeation rate into the steam cycle,
i.e. almost all the tritium losses. The parametric study performed in this section ends
with these lasts results obtained for the study of 

ୗୋ .

Many important parameters have

been studied and analyzed in order to get a qualitative scenario of the tritium system
related to HCPB blanket.
4.4.6 Overall Summary of the Parametric Study
The numerical results reported in plots from Figure 4-12 to Figure 4-16 are
summarized in Table 4-11.
Ranged Parameter

Studied Parameter (clean/oxidized SG tubes)
T Losses
T Invent. in
T Invent. in
T Invent. in
[Ci/d]
Purge Gas [g]
Coolant [g]
Steels [g]

TES Efficiency
Min. Ʉୗ: 50 %

17790/3.37

0.246/0.246

0.55/0.71

0.159/0.167

Max. Ʉୗ: 100 %

9141/1.69

0.082/0.082

0.28/0.36

0.100/0.105

Min. Ʉୌ: 50 %

14100/2.98

0.1011/0.1012

0.44/0.63

0.116/0.127

Max. Ʉୌ: 100 %

10060/1.85

0.1010/0.1010

0.31/0.33

0.108/0.114

Min. Ƚୌ: 0.0 %

24720/10.21

0.102/0.102

0. 77/2.169

0.134/0.182

Max. Ƚୌ: 2.0 %

995/0.15

0.1005/0.1005

0.031/0.035

0.77/0.77

CPS Efficiency

CPS Recircul. Rate

PRF on Cooling Plates
Min. 

େ :

1

28940/6.47

0.098/0.098

1.22/1.37

0.151/0.157

Max. 

େ :

100

1452/0.286

0.102/0.102

0.062/0.045

0.080/0.085

PRF on SG Tubes‡‡
Min. 

ୗୋ :

1

19300/8705

0.1009

0.25

0.103

Max. 

ୗୋ :

400

61.15/23.69

1.101

0.41

0.115

Table 4-11 Summary Results of the Sensitivity Study

Looking at the reported values, we can summarize the parametric study stating that
the most relevant parameters in T migration in HCPB DEMO blanket are:

‡‡

the recombination constant on SG Tubes  ୗୋ
୰ୣୡ ;

The T losses value are calculated for Ƚୌ = 0.1/1.0 %.
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the recirculation flowrate in CPS Ƚୌ ;



the Permeation Reduction Factor on Cooling Plates 

େ .

These parameters showed a deep impact on the results, as visualized in Figure 4-17,
where three different values of  ୗୋ
୰ୣୡ have been adopted in the reported range of Ƚୌ
and 

େ .

Figure 4-17 Tritium Losses Vs. αCPS Vs. PRFCP Vs. T krec. in SG tubes

As it can be seen, between the two extreme cases (i.e. clean and oxidized SG tubes)
there is a huge gap in T losses results (i.e. about four orders of magnitude). If we divide
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ୡ୪ୣୟ୬
the recombination constant of clean INCOLOY 800 by 100 (i.e.  ୗୋ
୰ୣୡ ൌ  ୰ୣୡ ȀͳͲͲ) we

obtain the allowable environmental release limit to be reached for Ƚୌ = 0.2 % in case of


େ

= 50 and 1.9 % in case of 

େ

= 5. These results show a large sensitivity of T

releases with respect the SG pipes conditions and on the “efficiency” of the oxide layer to
reduce the permeation flux.
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Summary and Conclusions
In this study the problem of tritium transport in Helium Cooled Pebble Bed (HCPB)
DEMO blanket from the generation inside the solid breeder to the release into the
environment has been studied and analyzed by means of the computational code FUSTPC. The code has been originally developed to study the tritium transport in Helium
Cooled Lead-Lithium (HCLL) blanket and it is a new fusion-devoted version of the fastfission one called Sodium-Cooled Fast Reactor Tritium Permeation Code (SFR-TPC). The
main features of the model inside the code have been described. The code has the main
goal to estimate the total tritium losses into the environment and the tritium inventories
inside the breeder, inside the multiplier, inside the purge gas and the main coolant loops
and inside the structural materials.
This work is characterized by a brief introduction (section 1), a description of the
HCPB blanket (section 2), a mathematical description of the implemented model (section
3) and by a large section dedicated to the results (section 4), in which many curves (i.e.
tritium concentrations, partial pressures inventories and losses into the environment)
have been reported. All of these results have been obtained considering an operative
configuration of HCPB blanket, assumed to be in this study the reference one for the
normal working conditions (see pars. 4.1 and 4.2). Moreover, in the same section a
significant part has been dedicated to the impacts on the results of the main assumptions
adopted in this study (e.g. permeation model). Finally, a parametric study has been
carried out analyzing the response of has been analyzed by varying the most important
HCPB blanket parameters such as: 1) the Tritium Extraction System removal efficiency
Ʉୗ, 2) the Coolant Purification System (CPS) efficiency Ʉୌ, 3) the recirculation rate
inside the CPS Ƚୌ and the Permeation Reduction Factors (PRFs) on 4) Cooling Plates
(CPs) Helium channels and on 5) Steam Generator (SG) tubes, 

େ

and 

ୗୋ

respectively.
In HCPB blanket tritium is generated inside the breeder in form of atomic tritium
ሺ ି ሻ with a local production rate ሶ ୴ୠ୰ and it is released into the purge gas with a time
scale ɒ୰ୣୱ called tritium residence time; due to presence of oxygen and water inside the Li
orthosilicate, tritium is assumed to be extracted from purge gas almost totally in form of
tritiated water HTO ൫ ሶ ୌ ൯. A smaller production rate ሶ ୴ୣ is also present in Beryllium
pebble beds, in which large amounts of tritium can be retained and only a little fraction
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of produced tritium ୰ .is released from Be pebbles. Since HT is a gaseous (and
େ
permeable) hydrogen specie, a permeation flux ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯ across the CPs, which are placed

between Beryllium and breeder pebble beds, occurs as well. This permeated tritium then
reaches the primary coolant system (HCS), giving thus a source term for it. Another
important contribution to tritium inside the HCS might come from tritons implanted

onto First Wall (FW) giving an implantation tritium flux ൫Ȱ୧୫୮
൯. Once tritium gets into

the purge gas loop, due to the presence of swamping hydrogen inside purge Helium (with
a swamping ratio fixed to 0.1 %), the well-known chemical equilibrium  

ଶ

՞

ଶ



୮
 takes place and a certain amount of HTO ൫ȟሶୌ ൯ gets converted into tritium hydride

(HT), giving a source term for HT specie inside the purge loop. After getting into the
purge gas, tritium is extracted in Tritium Extraction System (TES), with a certain
removal efficiency Ʉୗ giving a total tritium extraction rate from the purge gas Ȱୗ ൌ
ୌ
ୌ
 Ȱୗ
,and characterizing two sink terms for HT and HTO tritium amounts inside
Ȱୗ

the purge loop. Then, following the tritium transport paths, the permeated tritium fluxes

େ
from FW ൫Ȱ୧୫୮
൯ and from CPs He channels ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯ get in HCS, in which, due to

hydrogen and water addition for the oxidation control, the isotope exchange rate from
HT to HTO ൫ȟሶୡୌ ൯ takes place, because of the same chemical equilibrium as considered
୮

ୌ
ୌ
and Ȱୌ
are extracted by re-circulating inside
for ȟሶୌ . In HCS, the tritium fluxes Ȱୌ

the CPS a certain fraction of total Helium mass flow rate inside the coolant loop Ƚୌ in
ୌ
ୌ
and Ȱୌ
are extracted with an efficiency Ʉୌ. Finally, a
which the tritium fluxes Ȱୌ
ୗୋ
tritium permeation fluxes through the Steam Generator (SG) tubes walls ൫Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
൯ gets

into the steam circulating the Power Conversion System (PCS), which is considered to be
lost into the environment. As will be shown in the results, this tritium amount constitutes
an important contribution to the total tritium losses. Finally, a certain amount of tritium
released into the environment due to Helium leakage from seals and material
୪ୣୟ୩
imperfections of the coolant circuit ȰୌȀୌ
.

A comparison between FUS-TPC results and those obtained by other authors (i.e.
Ricapito [15], and Dalle Donne [23]) revealed that FUS-TPC outputs are quite
satisfactory. In fact, HT and HTO steady state average concentrations inside the purge
gas loop computed with FUS-TPC are observed to be 8.751 ppm for HT and 0.231 ppm
for HTO. According to Eq. (3.3) and to the reference scheme visualized in Figure 2-2,
these values correspond to 15.45 ppm and 0.4 ppm at TES entrance/BU outlet
respectively. Therefore, it seems that the obtained concentrations are as a first
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approximation quite in accordance with the ones reported by other tritium transport
assessment for HCPB blanket [15] (i.e. 14.5 ppm for HT and 0.5 ppm for HTO).
Moreover, the obtained molar ratio between HTO and HT species inside the purge gas
loop is 2.63 %, which is quite in agreement with the value reported in Ref [15] (i.e. 3.2 %).
The steady state HT concentration in Helium Cooling System (HCS), which is equal to
0.023 ppm, appears to be in agreement with the HT concentration reported in the same
tritium analysis as well (0.08 ppm for HT at SG inlet, and no HTO is assumed). In the
reference study [15], the indicated average value between the inlet and the outlet Coolant
Purification System (CPS) HT concentration is about 0.05 ppm, while for HTO it is
assumed that no HTO is present. In our study HTO concentration is calculated, and as
shown in the results, HTO is present in the HCS with an HTO/HT molar ratio equal to
5%. The foreseen HT partial pressure into the purge loop to be adopted for TES design
(inlet HT partial pressure) is assumed to be 1.6 Pa, which is in accordance with the
obtained results, in which the calculated inlet HT partial into TES is equal to 1.63 Pa.
Concerning the HT partial pressures into HCS, the reference value reported in Ref. [15] is
essentially defined as 0.6 Pa, which is, as a first approximation, close to the one
calculated in this study (0.185 Pa). Moreover, two different time scales for the
concentrations and partial pressures evolutions have been found for purge gas and main
coolant; as a matter of fact, 4 hours and 1.6 days are needed in order to reach the steady
state tritium concentrations and partial pressures into the purge gas and the main
coolant loops respectively. The tritium inventories inside the different HCPB blanket
locations, are well determined. The tritium inventory inside the Beryllium pebbles is a
crucial point and it is still an open issue. At End Of Life (Blanket EOL = 4 years in this
study) the estimated tritium inventory is close to 2.7 kg, which is a large amount. The
time behavior of thus inventory term has been obtained by a linear model with a given
local production rate

ୣ
୴ ሾȀ

ୣ
ଷ Ȁሿ and a release fraction ୰ ൫ୟ୴
൯ obtained by fitting the

results obtained by ANFIBE 1 code and supported by lasts experimental results (see Refs.
ୣ
temperature. This tritium inventory term
[21] and [22]) with the average Be pebbles ୟ୴

has been reported in this study just for completeness and to show anyway a conservative
estimation of this quantity, but it must be pointed out that tritium and helium kinetics
inside Be are quite complicated to be well described and modeled in such a simplified
model.
The second important term, however, is characterized by the tritium inventory inside
the ceramic breeder. At EOL, the total inventory of tritium inside the breeder is about
100 g.
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Tritium inventories inside purge gas and coolant loops are important especially in
case of accident (thus in case of releases). These two terms are equal to 403 mg for
coolant loop and 101 mg for purge gas.
The computed tritium losses defined as the sum of total permeation rate into the
ୗୋ
and the tritium release rate associated to the helium leakages from the
steam cycle Ȱ୮ୣ୰୫
ୡ
main coolant circuit Ȱ୪ୣୟ୩
, are giving (assuming the same blanket-related tritium system

asset) values around 1.9 Ci/d, which is lower than the safety limit fixed to 20 Ci/d. These
results are quite satisfactory, either because they find some matches with the literature
and because the tritium amounts involved in the different sub-systems and blanket
locations are not so worrying from the radiological risks point of view.
However, before getting these results a lot of assumptions have been taken and the
analysis is influenced in a strong way from them. As a matter of fact, in order to show the
importance and the impacts of these assumptions on the results (essentially in terms of
tritium losses and inventories inside the main blanket locations), the total tritium losses
and inventories have been reported in § 4.3 by considering the following conflicts inside
this tritium migration study, such as: 1) Oxidized Vs. Clean SG tubes surfaces (assuming
a surface-limited permeation regime through the SG pipes); 2) Diffusion Vs. Surfacelimited permeation models through CPs and SG pipes and 3) Presence Vs. Absence of a
FW protection layer. The results showed that tritium losses range by almost four orders
of magnitude between clean and oxidized SG tubes (from 1.93 to 10430 Ci/d), while two
orders of magnitudes have been found for all the possible combinations related to the
permeation models adopted for the permeation fluxes through the CPs helium channels
and through the SG tubes. In fact, assuming either CPs helium channels and SG pipe
being without any oxidation layer (in order to give sense to the comparison between the
different models) tritium losses have been observed to range between 42427 and 913
Ci/d. Finally, one order of magnitudes in tritium losses results has been verified for the
FW coating layer ranging from 0 mm to 2 mm (i.e. from 1.93 to 20.82 Ci/d).
The tritium inventories in purge gas loop are quite insensitive to all of these
assumptions whiles the ones in coolant loop vary between 0.412 and 0.324 g for different
SG tubes conditions (oxidized and clean SG tubes respectively), between 0.02846 and
1.207 g for the different permeation models options and from 4.42 to 0.4096 g for the
FW coating ranging from 0 to 2 mm respectively. The response of tritium inventories in
steels is as sensitive as the one in coolant loop, but with lower values (see Table 4-7,
Table 4-9 and Table 4-10).
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The permeation model to be adopted in the estimation of the involved permeation
fluxes is a crucial point. As discussed in § 3.3.4, the permeation flux can be described by a
diffusion or a surface-limited model. Apparently the discriminant is the tritium partial
pressure involved in this process. As a matter of fact, for high tritium partial pressures we
saw that diffusion better describes the permeation phenomena, whilst for lower
pressures the surface phenomena are dominating. Anyway the first idea coming from this
set of results is that the assumptions affect in a relevant manner the tritium losses rather
than the tritium inventories. T inventories are representing the system response since
they are immediately related to the different tritium concentrations inside the loops and
locations. On the other hand, tritium losses, as a first approximation, are only
representative of the HT partial pressure inside the main coolant loop and thus of the HT
concentration. Therefore, the assumptions adopted in this study have a strong impact
only on tritium losses, while tritium inventories in all the blanket locations are less
influenced.
The last part of this work is characterized by a parametric study where several
parameters have been assumed as the most relevant ones and analyzed in terms of T
losses and inventories responses. The idea was to vary in a certain range a given set of
parameter starting from the reference DEMO blanket configuration described by the set
of data reported in Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. These parameters are given by: 1)
TES efficiency Ʉୗ , 2) CPS efficiency Ʉୌ , 3) Recirculation Rate into CPS Ƚୌ , 4)
Permeation Reduction Factor (PRF) on Cooling Plates (CPs) 
tubes 

ୗୋ .

େ

and 5) PRF on SG

The results reported in this parametric study showed that the system

response in terms of tritium inventory inside the purge gas and the main coolant loops
and inside the steels is less relevant than the one of the tritium losses.
For the TES efficiency Ʉୗ ranging from 50 to 100 %, the tritium losses vary from
about 3.5 to 0.14 Ci/d for oxidized SG tubes and about 17700 and 9000 Ci/d in case of
clean SG tubes, while the tritium inventory inside the purge gas loop dumps from 0.246
to 0.082 g and the inventory inside the HCS decreases from 0.715 to 0.36 g for both
cases. Tritium inventory inside steels are not affected in a relevant way from large
modifications of Ʉୗ , varying between 0.167 to 0.106 g (see Figure 4-12 for results).
With the same set of assumptions, we ranged the CPS efficiency Ʉୌ in the same
operative limits adopted for Ʉୗ . The steady state tritium losses have been found to
decrease from 2.91 to 1.85 Ci/d and from about 14000 and 10000 Ci/d in case of oxidized
and clean SG tubes respectively, while the tritium inventory inside the purge gas loop has
been observed to be almost constant and equal to 0.101 g. The tritium inventory inside
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the main coolant loop dumps from 0.633 to 0.39 g as the CPS efficiency increases from
50 to 100 % (see Figure 4-13 for results).
The recirculation rate inside the CPS Ƚୌ is observed to be quite relevant and
influencing the tritium losses and inventory inside the main coolant in a strong way. In
fact for Ƚୌ ranging between 0.0 % and 2.0 %, the tritium losses have been found to
decrease between 7.94 to 0.15 Ci/d for oxidized INCOLOY 800 and from around 24000
to 995 Ci/d in case of bare SG tubes, that is much more sensible with respect Ʉୗ and
Ʉୌ. A very important aspect is remarked by these results where it can be seen that even
if no He coolant is recirculated inside the CPS (i.e. Ƚୌ = 0 %), the allowable
environmental release limit is never reached. From this statement it might come up with
that the CPS system is not necessary to guarantee the environmental T release below the
allowable value (i.e. 20 Ci/d). Obviously this is not true since these results have been
obtained by assuming specific oxidation conditions on CPs and SG tubes. If these
conditions are not maintained during the blanket lifetime (for instance if the coating
layer formed on CPs cooling channels is being degraded by neutrons) these results might
be not valid anymore as illustrated in §§ 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. T inventories inside the coolant
loop and steels decay from 1.69 to 0.03 g and from 0.17 to 0.077 g respectively. T
inventory inside Purge Gas Loop seems to be not affected in a relevant way from Ƚୌ as
occurred for TES and CPS efficiencies (see Figure 4-14 for results). In conclusion, the
overall results obtained by studying Ƚୌ suggest us to address the effort on improving
and optimizing this parameter in order to mitigate the tritium losses into the
environment.
Another highly affecting parameter is the PRF on CPs cooling channels ሺ

େ ሻ

especially for the tritium inventory inside the main coolant loop and the tritium losses,
which are dumping of almost one order of magnitude for 

େ

ranging between 1 to

100, whilst the tritium inventory inside the purge loop and inside the steels are not
influenced in a strong way, as reported also for the parametric study of Ʉୌ and Ƚୌ.
Tritium inventory inside the purge gas loop is slightly increasing in the defined range of


େ

as expected, but as a first approximation is constant along the adopted range of



େ

(the increase is up to the 3 % of the inventory value obtained for 

େ

ൌ ͳ). The

dominating tritium inventory term, as occurred also for Ʉୌ and Ƚୌ is the one inside
the main coolant which is again the one responding in a much more relevant way to the
considered parametric variation. The tritium losses decrease by several orders of
magnitudes lower in the indicated 

େ

range (i.e. from 6.47 to 0.28 Ci/d and from
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around 28000 to 1471 Ci/d for oxidized and clean SG tubes respectively). For the
oxidized INCOLOY 800, it can be noticed that even for value of 

େ

ൌ ͳ the allowable

release limit of 20 Ci/d is never reached. However, as already stated in the previous
section, the oxide layer on SG tubes can be degraded during the operational life of the
plant and therefore the obtained T permeation flux through SG pipes might be sensitively
higher. Moreover, it must be pointed out that a generic 

େ

 ͳ with the “Oxidized SG

Tubes” condition are in general simultaneously satisfied, since the coating layers on SG
tubes and CPs are usually supposed to be provided via chemistry control of He. Hydrogen
and water are added to the coolant (with a certain molar ratio) to form this protection
layer and thus to inhibit the permeation. The protection layer on CPs can be degraded by
neutrons irradiations and high temperatures conditions, thus since a 
be guaranteed along the blanket lifetime, the dumping of 

େ

େ

 ͳ cannot

until one should be

anyway considered. The oxidations layer on SG tubes is therefore assumed in this study
to be less degraded because of no-neutron fluxes and lower temperatures and to be able
to maintain the adopted permeation regimes (see Figure 4-15 for results).
Just for the completeness it has been assumed a diffusion-limited permeation model
through the SG pipes and the PRF on the SG heat exchange pipes 

ୗୋ

has been

analyzed. The tritium inventories and tritium losses have been calculated by ranging the


ୗୋ

from 1 to 400, which is assumed here to be the allowed range for this parameter.



ୗୋ

ൌ ͶͲͲ (assumed in Ref. [36] as the reference value for PRF on oxidized INCOLOY

800 walls); it appears as a quite optimistic value. As shown on the results (see Figure
4-16) the tritium losses are decreasing of about three orders of magnitude (i.e. from
19300 to 61.5 Ci/d). These values are well above the allowed limit of 20 Ci/d. Anyway the
PRF on CPs assumed for this simulation is equal to 10 and Ƚୌ ൌ ͲǤͳΨ. If we adopt


େ

ൌ ͳͲ and Ƚୌ ൌ ͳǤͲΨ, with 

For a further increase of 

େ

ୗୋ

ൌ ͶͲͲ, tritium losses are equal to 23.69 Ci/d.

to 50, the T losses for 

ୗୋ =400

are dumping to 11.17

Ci/d giving the allowable release limit of 20 Ci/d to be reached for 
although this set of HCPB features (i.e. Ƚୌ and 

େ )

ୗୋ

= 225 However,

seems to be too stringent and

optimistic to be reached, it has been already adopted in previous tritium assessments.
For instance, for T assessments in HCLL DEMO blanket [32] a PRF on CPs equal to 50
has been assumed, while 

ୗୋ

= 400 has been also reported in Ref. [36] as the reference

value for tritium permeation through the Steam Generator of ceramic breeder of DEMO.
Moreover, Ƚୌ = 1% has been already used [2], [32] and the He operative temperatures,
He inventory and mass flow rates were equal to the ones assumed for HCPB in this study
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(see Table 2-1, Table 4-2, Table 4-3 and Table 4-4). Moreover, the diffusion model for the
permeation flux through SG tubes provides a more critical picture of HCPB blanket in
terms of tritium permeation rate into the steam cycle, that is almost all the tritium losses.
The tritium inventories in purge gas, coolant and steels are quite insensitive to 

ୗୋ

variations. In fact, the tritium inventory in coolant increases for the firsts PRF values
included between 1 to 50 and then it stabilizes to a stable value of 0.4 g, while the others
two terms (e.g. tritium inventory inside the purge gas and inside steels) are absolutely
constant to 0.1 and 0.12 g respectively. We can summarize the parametric study stating
that the most relevant parameters in T migration in HCPB DEMO blanket are:


the recombination constant on SG Tubes  ୗୋ
୰ୣୡ ;



the recirculation flowrate in CPS Ƚୌ ;



the Permeation Reduction Factor on Cooling Plates 

େ .

In conclusion, the tritium losses target for fusion reactor are fixed to be less than 20
Ci/d; thus, more efficient tritium permeation barriers should be performed in order to
keep the tritium release into the environment as low as possible. In fact, in order to
accomplish the goal of 20 Ci/d of tritium release, the best way to progress is to obtain
rather good values for PRFs (in particular for blanket cooling channels) or increase the
Helium coolant flow rate recirculated inside the CPS. Other parameters (such as TES and
CPS efficiencies) are influencing too, but in a lighter way.
A more detailed tritium transport analysis is needed to obtain a reliable picture of
tritium inventories and losses in HCPB DEMO blanket. Moreover, dedicated
experimental campaigns aimed to obtain more reliable material properties are needed. In
particular new experiments with tritium aimed to determine more detailed surface
properties of structural materials and more reliable permeation reduction factors should
be carried out. In particular, under neutrons irradiations EUROFER will degrade and the
PRF on CPs might be degraded as well. Therefore, it could be useful to have a set of
tritium transport properties in structural materials which are exposed to high energy
neutrons fluxes. At the moment, such tritium transport properties are not available in
literature.
After this analysis we might state that that tritium assessments for fusion reactors
breeding blankets are affected by many uncertainties which are either parametric (e.g.
tritium transport properties in materials) and related to models (e.g. surface Vs.
diffusion-limited permeation models). Although these problems, the HCPB blanket
seems to be quite robust in terms of tritium radiological risk.
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